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Abstract
This thesis presents a study of scheduling algorithms for allocating system resources in the low-
est level of a wideband All Optical Network (AON) proposed by a consortium of AT&T, DEC
and MIT. Three scheduling algorithms are considered and applied to uniform traffic, multiclass
traffic, and client/server traffic for both blocking and queueing systems. We present mathe-
matical approximations and bounds for several queueing and blocking systems. Simulations
using OPNET software were run for these scheduling algorithms and compared to the mathe-
matical approximations and bounds. From our study we conclude that a Random Assignment
Scheduling Algorithm seems to be a very promising scheduling approach for the lowest level of
the proposed AON network.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Recent advances in optical fiber technology makes it the preferred transmission medium
for long-distance, point-to-point communications links. In U.S. alone, more than two mil-
lion miles of fiber has been installed by long distance phone companies[1]. However, they
are mostly operated at a capacity much lower than their terahertz potential. One current
research topic is how to build an optical fiber communication network that will use the
fiber bandwidth more effectively. Various ideas have been proposed. A popular approach
is to employ wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) which divides the optical spectrum
into many different wavelengths, each corresponding to a different communications chan-
nel.
WDM networks can be further categorized. One could use a bus or star topology. The
transmitter and receiver can be fixed or dynamically tuned to available wavelength chan-
nels. Various media access (MAC) protocols from fixed assignment to random access can
be used. There are single-hop or multihop networks, where in a single-hop network, any
two nodes can talk directly to each other via a wavelength channel. In multihop networks
some node pairs may need to route through intermediary node(s) since they don't share the
same wavelength channels. (For a review of various proposed WDM network, see
[1,2,3].)
A consortium of AT&T, DEC, and MIT has proposed a WDM based wideband All-
Optical Network (AON)[4]. It uses tree-of-stars topology at its lowest level and has a hier-
archical structure. Each node has a tunable transmitter and receiver, thus all nodes can talk
directly to each other (i.e. single-hop network). A demand assigned "scheduled TDM"
MAC protocol is proposed for local communications, where a central agent(s) is responsi-
ble for allocating the time slots to requesting terminals.
This thesis will study scheduling algorithms for allocating the system resource in the
lowest level of the AON network. We will conclude from our study that a Random Assign-
ment Scheduling Algorithm developed in this thesis seems to be a very promising schedul-
ing approach for the AON level 0 subnetwork. It appears to work across a wide variety of
traffic requirements including uniform traffic, multiclass traffic, and client/server traffic.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the
AON network's architecture, service, and network operations. Chapter 3 establishes the
network model and defines the problem. Chapter 4 derives the mathematical approxima-
tions or bounds for systems studied. Chapter 5 describes the OPNET simulation package
that we will be using, specifies the network and node models used for the simulation. It
also discuss the three scheduling algorithms used. Chapter 6 discuss the simulation results
and compare them to mathematical bounds. Chapter 7 discusses our conclusions. Appen-
dix A includes the C programs used to calculate the mathematical formulas, and in Appen-
dix B are the reports from OPNET.
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Chapter 2 AON Network
An All-Optical Network (AON) has been architected, and a test bed based on this design
will be built to investigate the utilization of terahertz bandwidth capacity of optical net-
works by a ARPA sponsored consortium of AT&T, DEC, and MIT[4].
In the AON network, optical signals flow across the network without being converted
to electrical signals. The network is designed to be scalable in the dimensions of geo-
graphic span, the number of users, and data rate. It employs wavelength division multi-
plexing (WDM) and time division multiplexing (over each wavelength) techniques to
access the fiber bandwidth. Frequency reuse is utilized to enable network expansion over
multiple geographical areas.
2.1 Network Architecture
Figure 2.1.1 AON Network
The AON is a hierarchical network with three levels (LO, L1, L2) of sub-networks as
shown in Figure 2.1.1. It is designed to scale gracefully to hundreds of thousands of all
optical end nodes. One can consider L2 as the backbone of a national or worldwide net-
work, L1 as a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), and LO as a Local Area Network
(LAN). The lowest level LO is a "local" broadcast star network. Optical Terminals (OTs)
are attached to the AON via an LO subnet. Within the LO subnet, optical wavelengths are
divided into three sets.
* LO wavelengths: this wavelength set is used for local traffic between OTs within the
same LO subnet. LO wavelengths are blocked from entering the L1 level by a frequency
selective local bypass element located at the exit link of LO to L1 subnet. These wave-
lengths may be reused in L2 and L1 subnets, as well as other LO sub-networks.
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* L1 wavelengths: this wavelength set is used for communication between OTs in different
LO subnets, which requires transmission through an L1 subnet.
* Control wavelength: this wavelength is dedicated for control, scheduling, network man-
agement, and datagram services.
The Media Access Control (MAC) protocol for the control wavelength channel is
designed not to require a central resource or central timing since this channel is used for
power-on configuration of the network. An Ethernet protocol based upon IEEE standard
10Broad36 will be used in the test-bed.
The LO and L1 wavelength channels are allocated by a central scheduling agent
located within the respective LO and L1 subnet. Depending on the incoming request, a
wavelength channel may be allocated as a whole, or as subunits by using "scheduled" time
division multiplexing (TDM) techniques. The LO subnet is a broadcast star network and
doesn't support wavelength routing. We will discuss "scheduled TDM" in more detail in
Chapter 3.
Multiple LO's may be connected to a L1, which is connected to a L2. There is a single
L2 subnet in the network acting as the backbone. In each LO, L1 and L2 subnet, there is a
dedicated control wavelength in addition to data wavelengths. In each subnet, there is a
scheduling agent responsible for allocating the data wavelength channels as requested.
Both L1 and L2 subnets support wavelength routing.
2.2 Network Services
Three basic services are provided by the AON network.
* Type-A "switched - physical circuit" services provide point-to-point or point-to-multi-
point high speed circuit switched photonic sessions. It uses the entire bandwidth of a
wavelength channel. The scheduling agent will allocate an entire wavelength channel to
Type-A session.
* Type-B "scheduled TDM" services provide time division multiplexed (TDM) circuit-
switched sessions in the range of a few Mbps to the full optical channel rate. It uses a por-
tion of a wavelength channel. When we have Type-B session requests coming in, the
scheduling agent will divide the wavelength channel(s) into slots using "scheduled TDM",
and allocate slot(s) as requested.
* Type-C "unscheduled datagram" services use a dedicated "well-known" wavelength (i.e.
control wavelength) for control, scheduling, network management, and datagram services.
No scheduling is necessary for Type-C communication packets.
2.3 Network Operations
Optical Terminals send Type-A and Type-B session requests to the LO scheduler via Type-
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C packets. Upon receiving the request, the scheduler determines if adequate resource is
available. If so, the scheduler allocates the resource and informs the destination(s) of the
new session request. If the destination subsequently accepts the connection request, the
requesting OT is reliably informed and the session begins. All sessions are unidirectional.
Scheduling of Type-A session is relatively straightforward. The scheduler needs to
know that both the source and the destination have a free transmitter and receiver respec-
tively, and a free wavelength channel is available. The scheduler informs the source and
the destination of the wavelength channel to use, so they can tune their respective trans-
mitter and receiver to the wavelength to start the session. For type-B sessions, since wave-
length channels are time divided into slots, the scheduler needs to find enough slots to
satisfy the session throughput request. It also has to make certain that both the source's
transmitter and the destination's receiver are free during these slot intervals.
The frequency reuse property of the network gives the scheduler full control of its own
resource. Therefore a session between OTs in the same LO (intra-LO session) can be estab-
lished by the local LO scheduler. Sessions between OTs in different LO's require L1 and
possibly L2 resource, and cannot be scheduled by the local LO scheduler alone. We will
limit our study to the first case, and leave LO/Ll/L2 scheduler cooperation to future inves-
tigation. From now on, network or system means a LO subnet and available wavelength
channels are the LO wavelength channels for use of intra-L0, point-to-point Type-B ses-
sions.
In this thesis, we will study the scheduling algorithm used for resource allocation for
intra-L0, point-to-point Type-B sessions.
5
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Chapter 3 Network Model and Problem Description
In this chapter we discuss the aspects of the AON network that are relevant to our study of
intra-L0, point-to-point, Type-B session scheduling, and define the problem we will study.
3.1 System Resource Allocation
To access the system resource, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and time divi-
sion multiplexing (over each wavelength) techniques are used. The available fiber band-
width is divided into W wavelength channels of equal bandwidth. Transmission over each
wavelength channel is organized in frames of equal size T. All frames over different wave-
length channels are aligned.
A frame is said to have size T if it is divided into T slots of equal time duration. For a
system with W wavelength channels and frame size T, the total number of available slots is
WT. They are demand assigned to sessions by the scheduler. Each slot is referred to by its
wavelength number and the position in the frame, ( w, t ), where w E ( 1, ... , kw) and t E
(1, ... , ). Slot A in Figure 3.1.1 is referred to as ( 3, 2), or simply as (3,2). A row of slots
means all slots with the same wavelength number and different slot number.A column of
slots means all slots with the same slot number and different wavelength channels. So row
i = {( X i, ) :j = , ... , T }, and column j = {(X i, ): i = I ... , w }.
When an Optical Terminal(OT) needs to establish a session, it sends the scheduler
information on itself (source), the destination, and the throughput requirement L in terms
of the number of slots needed per frame. The scheduler is responsible for allocating the
required resource. Once the slot(s) is allocated, the session will use the same slot(s) in all
subsequent frames until it terminates. Since we are primarily concerned here with the effi-
ciency of the scheduling algorithm, we ignore the processing time it takes to establish a
session.
Wavelength
X 3 A(3,2)
Z2
1 2 3 4 5 ...... T
Slot Number in a Frame
Figure 3.1.1 System Resources
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3.2 Number of Transceivers
In the study, we assume each OT has only one tunable transmitter and one tunable receiver
for Type-B sessions. Consequently, each OT can transmit or receive only on one wave-
length at a time. Referring to Figure 3.1.1, a session which needs two slots can be assigned
slot (3,2) and (1,4), but not (3,2) and (1,2). However an OT may be transmitting at (3,2)
and receiving at (1,2). If an OT is transmitting over multiple slots, all slots must have dif-
ferent slot numbers. This constitutes the most basic constraint on our scheduling algo-
rithm, and gives arise to the concept of "column conflict", "pre-column conflict", and
"post-column conflict".
· Column Conflict
A session (s,d) is one with node s as source and node d as destination. When allocating
resource for session (s,d), if either node s is transmitting or node d is receiving over col-
umn j involving some other session, we say there is a column conflict overj due to trans-
mitter or receiver conflict, and none of the slots in columnj can be assigned to session
(s,d).
· Pre-column Conflict
When allocating resource for session (s,d), if either node s is transmitting or node d is
receiving over columnj -1 involving some other session(s) on wavelength h or 3X, we say
there is a pre-column conflict over j due to transmitter or receiver conflict on wavelength
k or ,4. It is possible that none of the slots in columnj can be assigned to session (s,d) due
to constraints on transmitter or receiver tuning times. Sometimes we will be able to
resolve pre-column conflict as discussed in the next section.
· Post-column Conflict
When allocating resource for session (s,d), if either node s is transmitting or node d is
receiving over column j +1 involving some other session(s) on wavelength h or 4, we
say there is a post-column conflict overj due to transmitter or receiver conflict on wave-
length Xh or 4 It is possible that none of the slots in column j can be assigned to session
(s,d) due to constraints on transmitter or receiver tuning times. Sometimes we'll be able to
resolve post-column conflict as discussed in the next section.
3.3 Tuning, Modulation, Turn On/Off Time
Since each transmitter and receiver can operate on any of the W wavelength channels,
there is a finite tuning/modulation/turn on-off overhead time (will be referred to as tuning
overhead time) required as it moves from wavelength channel to wavelength channel. This
overhead varies as a function of the distance between the two wavelengths, and can be a
source of inefficiency in the network. The following describes some possible methods that
can be used to reduce the capacity lost to this tuning overhead (Refer to Figure 3.3.1 as we
gradually build up our system from an empty one).
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Wavelength
X3
Xl
1 2 3 4 5 ...... T
Slot Number in a Frame
Figure 3.3.1 Session Assignment
· Avoid Tuning Overhead
Consider an empty system and a request of one slot for session (a,e) 1. Assume slot
(3,1) is assigned to this session. A new request of one slot for session (a,f) comes in, and
assume this is the only session involving nodef's receiver. If we assign session (a.f) to any
of the empty slots in row 3, no tuning overhead will occur since node a's transmitter is
already at wavelength 3 and nodef's receiver can be set to this wavelength. Any other
assignment will result in tuning overhead for node a's transmitter. Let's assign the session
to slot (3,4) as in Figure 3.3.1.
· Resolve Pre-column Conflict /Post-column Conflict
If request for a one slot session (b,e) comes in, there is Pre-column Conflict over col-
umn 2 due to node e's receiver conflict on wavelength X3. In this case we can still assign
the session to slot (3,2) since node e's receiver is already tuned to wavelength 3, so no
additional tuning is needed. We say the Pre-column Conflict over column 2 is resolved.
However, if slot (3,2) is already assigned to some other session, the Pre-column Conflict
over column 2 is unresolvable, and none of the slots in column 2 can be used. The same
applies to Post-column Conflict. The most restrictive situation is when Pre-column Con-
flict due to transmitter and receiver as well as Post-column Conflict due to transmitter and
receiver occur. There are essentially three independent sessions between the same source
and destination nodes, two already assigned and one needs to be assigned. The two
assigned sessions are one slot number apart. The conflicts are resolvable only if the two
assigned sessions have the same wavelength channel, and the slot between them with that
wavelength channel is free to be assigned to the new session. We will end up with three
sessions assigned to consecutive slots.
1. session (a,e) is the notation for a communications channel from source node 'a' to destination node 'e'.
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(be = (j
(a, e)
.
.
-
(b, e) (aj)
· Off-line Tuning
If the tuning can be done off-line, and assuming the modulation and turn on-off time is
negligible, we can substantially reduce tuning overhead conflicts. A request for a one slot
session (c,e) comes in, and can be assigned to slot (3,3) using off-line tuning technique. As
shown in Figure 3.3.1, even though node c's transmitter is tuned to wavelength W for ses-
sion (c,b) during slot 1 time, it can be tuned to wavelength 3 during its idle period of slot
2, and be ready for session (c,e) assigned slot (3,3).
* Combine Tuning into Data Slot
If the tuning time and the requested slots can be a fractional number, we can combine
them into a slot. To illustrate the point, let's assume the tuning overhead uses 0.3 of a slot,
and the session requires 1.6 slots. Instead of assigning one slot for tuning and another two
slots for data for a total of three slots, we can assign two slots. The session will use the first
0.3 of the slot for tuning, followed by data immediately.
For our study, we will assume all tuning overhead and sessions require an integer num-
ber of slots. More specifically we will assume one slot for tuning overhead should it ever
be needed.
3.4 Session Distribution between OTs
The LO subnet is basically considered a campus-wide Local Area Network. The traditional
LAN is built upon the client/server model. A server could be a file server, printer, gateway,
time-sharing system, etc. One study of LAN traffic has shown that for one network mea-
sured, these identifiable servers sent about 69% and received about 73% of the packets
over one typical day[5].
For either a client/server or distributed model, the LO subnet may be highly compart-
mentalized. The users in the same department are more likely to talk to each other then to
users outside their department. The study previously referred to reported that 72% of traf-
fic measured was intranet or intradepartmental packets[5].
In our study, we will initially concentrate on a uniformly distributed traffic model.
After we get an understanding of the uniform system, we will introduce a client/server
traffic model into the subnet and see how it influences the system characteristics.
3.5 Queueing / Blocking System
In the queueing system model, the scheduler has a queue(s) to hold requests that cannot be
immediately satisfied. It will try repeatedly until resource is found. In the blocking system,
the scheduler does not have any queue. Any unsatisfied request is discarded, and needs to
be regenerated by the terminal.
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3.6 Scheduling Approach
· Contiguous-Slot (CS) and Random-Slot (RS) Assignment:
A session requesting multiple slots ( Xi, j )}, tuning overhead included, is said to
have CS assignment if, when arranging j in increasing order, the increment is always one.
A scheduling algorithm is implementing CS if all sessions have CS assignment, otherwise
it is implementing RS.
· Single-Wavelength (SW) and Multiple-Wavelength (MW) Assignment:
A session requesting multiple slots { ((i, j ) }, tuning overhead included, is said to have
SW assignment if all Xi's are identical. A scheduling algorithm is implementing SW if all
sessions have SW assignment, otherwise it is implementing MW.
By combining variations on wavelength and slots, a scheduling algorithm can imple-
ment one of the four assignments, SW-CS, SW-RS, MW-CS, and MW-RS. In this work, we
will be focusing on the most constraint SW-CS and the least constraint MW-RS assign-
ment.
3.7 Scheduling Algorithms Considered
The following is the outline of the three different scheduling approaches to tuning over-
head that we will consider.
· Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm (CL Assignment)
This scheduling algorithm allows no tuning overhead time on the common channel,
and is used in conjunction with SW-CS assignment. When a session requests L slots per
frame, it gets L slots. The tuning overhead is avoided by using the off-line tuning tech-
nique or by resolving Pre-column and Post-column Conflicts if possible. Otherwise the
session request is either rejected or queued depending on the system. The advantage of
this approach is algorithmic simplicity. There is no fragmentation to worry about, and a
single class (L slots per session per frame) system with W wavelength channels and frame
size T can be treated as a single class of one slot per session per frame system with W
wavelength channels and frame size LT/LJ due to the SW-CS approach used. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is that in a system with a small number of users, this algorithm can
have low channel utilization because of rejections due to unresolved Pre-column or Post-
column Conflicts. So that even if a block of L slots is free, it goes unused and thus reduces
the channel utilization. The larger the L, the more pronounce the effect becomes. However
when the number of users in the system is large, the algorithm should perform well since
minimal tuning conflict is expected.
· Contiguous L+1 Assignment Algorithm (L+I Assignment)
In this algorithm we always allocate one additional slot for tuning overhead, therefore
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there is no Pre-column or Post-column Conflicts to worry about. It is used in conjunction
with SW-CS algorithm, so all sessions are assigned a block of L+1 slots. As in the Contig-
uous L Assignment Algorithm, a single class (L slots per session per frame) system with W
wavelength channels and frame size T can be treated as a single class of one slot per ses-
sion per frame system with W wavelength channels and frame size LT/(L+1)J. Compared
to Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm, since an overhead of one slot per L slots is intro-
duced, the channel utilization will degrade in a system with large number of users. In a
system with small population the cost in overhead can be traded off against the loss due to
rejection resulting from unresolved Pre-column and Post-column Conflicts. The channel
utilization can actually improve compared to Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm. The
exact nature of the improved efficiency also depends on the value of L.
· Random L Assignment Algorithm (RL Assignment)
This algorithm uses MW-RS assignment and off-line tuning technique. The slot used
for one session's off-line tuning can be used for another session's on-line data. This is
made possible by the use of RS assignment. Off-line tuning also means that all sessions are
assigned L slots as requested. This approach introduces fragmentation and additional algo-
rithm complexity, but we hope it will utilize the available slots more fully and give added
performance.
3.8 System Characteristics and Traffic Models
In this section, we define system characteristics and traffic models for a system with W
number of wavelength channels and frame size T. The number WT describes the total
number of slots per frame available for use. Both W and T are deterministic. We assume
that each wavelength channel has fixed capacity, so the system capacity is linearly propor-
tional to the number of wavelength channels.
A/B/C/D/E System Characteristics
* The first parameter A indicates the session arrival process. It is G for a general distribu-
tion of interarrival times, M for memoryless, specifically the Poisson process; and D for
deterministic interarrival time.
* The second parameter B indicates the distribution of session service time (session hold
time). It will be M, G, and D for exponential, general, and deterministic probability distri-
bution, respectively.
We assume that successive interarrival times and service times are statistically inde-
pendent of each other.
* The third parameter C indicates the distribution of the number of slots required per ses-
sion. It will be M, G, and D for exponential, general, and deterministic probability distri-
bution, respectively. When the number of slots required per session per frame is one of s
predetermined values { L1, ... , Ls }, we say the system is s-class, and is denoted by
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numeral s. So a number 1 means single class, and 2 means two class system.
* The fourth parameter D indicates if it is a blocking(B) or a queueing(Q) system.
* The fifth parameter E gives the scheduling algorithms described in Section 3.7. It will be
CL for "Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm", L+ for "Contiguous L+1 Assignment
Algorithm", and RL for "Random L Assignment Algorithm".
In this thesis, mathematical estimations/bounds are derived and OPNET simulations
are run for the following system traffic models. The models are chosen since they repre-
sent some typical aspects of the system. The simplest model of single class and uniform
traffic is first analyzed to give us some understanding of the efficiency of the different
algorithms. To get a more accurately approximation of the real system traffic, we analyzed
the two class and uniform traffic system. This system is simple enough to study yet it rep-
resents the multiclass SONET traffic that AON may carry. Finally to approximate the cli-
ent/server situation, we analyze the single class and client/server traffic and compare that
to single class and uniform traffic. From the study of these three systems, we want to
observe how well the three scheduling algorithms perform, and when it is important to
take tuning overhead into consideration.
System Traffic
1. Single Class and Uniform Traffic System
We will analyze the blocking and queueing systems respectively for the single class
and uniform traffic system. For blocking system, M/M/I/B/CL, M/M/I/B/L+, and M/M/I/
B/RL characteristics are used. Sessions arrive according to a Poisson process with rate X,
exponential session hold time with mean 1/jt, and all sessions require L slots per frame.
We also assume all sessions are uniformly distributed among optical terminals in the net-
work. We will obtain a mathematical approximation and simulation result for M/M/I/B/
L+ system. For M/M/I/B/L+I and M/M//B/RL systems, mathematical bounds and simu-
lation results in terms of channel utilization and blocking probability are obtained. The
queueing system is the same as the blocking one except the unsatisfied session requests
are queued. Again, mathematical bounds and simulation results for queueing delay and the
average queue size are obtained for M/M/II/QCL, M/M/I/Q/L+I, and M/M/1/Q/RL sys-
tems.
This study will allow us to check our simulation and mathematical results against each
other, and show how effectively the three scheduling algorithms deal with tuning over-
head.
2. Two Class and Uniform Traffic System
We will study M/M/2/B/CL, M/M/2/B/L+I, and M/M/2/B/RL for blocking system and
M/M/2/Q/RL for queueing system. Sessions arrive according to a Poisson process with
rate X1 for those requiring L1 slots per frame and X2 for those requiring L2 slots per frame.
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Session hold time is exponential with mean 1/t for both types of sessions. All sessions are
uniformly distributed among optical terminals in the network. In the Contiguous L and
L+ Assignment Algorithms, the system is divided into two subsystems according to the
relative traffic load of each type of sessions. Each subsystem serves only one type of ses-
sions using Contiguous L or L+ 1 Assignment Algorithm. The advantage of this approach is
that each type of sessions has its fair share of the system resource. The disadvantage is that
accurate estimate of the relative traffic is needed in order to divided up the system
resource. This problem can be solved by using Random L Assignment Algorithm which
has additional complexity and may not be as fair. We will compare the three scheduling
algorithms for the blocking system, and show that the Random L Assignment Algorithm
has higher efficiency. For the queueing system, only M/M/2/Q/RL will be simulated.
3. Single Class and Client/Server Traffic System
This system is essentially the same as system 1. Only we will introduce server nodes into
the system (Ns server nodes among a total of N nodes including servers). So in addition to
uniform traffic among regular nodes, we have client/server traffic between the server
nodes and the regular nodes (i.e. client nodes). The traffic break up is such that each server
generates st percentage of sessions to and another st percentage from clients. The rest of
the -N s *2 *st percentage of the traffic are among clients (this is the uniform part). Notice
that since each transmitter or receiver can only use one out of W wavelength channels at a
given time, st has to be less than or equal to 1/W before server's transmitter and receiver
become system's bottleneck. We want to see how robust the result is from system 1.
3.9 Problem Summary
In this thesis, we will study scheduling algorithms for intra-L0, point-to-point, Type-B
sessions in the AON network under the following assumptions:
* Zero propagation delay in the network.
* Zero processing delay in session scheduling.
* One tunable transmitter and tunable receiver per OT.
* The total system capacity is proportional to the number of wavelength channels.
* All tuning overhead and sessions require an integer number of slots.
* Poisson arrival process and exponentially distributed session service time.
* Successive interarrival time and session service time are statistically independent.
The approach we take is by studying the three "typical" system traffic models specified
in Section 3.8, the single class uniform traffic blocking and queueing system, the two class
uniform traffic blocking and queueing system, and the single class client/server traffic
blocking and queueing system. The scheduling algorithms employed in studying these
models are specified in Section 3.7, the Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm, Contiguous
L+ I Assignment Algorithm, and Random L Assignment Algorithm.
What we will conclude from our study is that when the number of users in the system
is relatively large compared to the number of wavelength channels, the effect of tuning
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overhead is minimal, and the efficiency closed to the bound can be obtained by Random L
Assignment Algorithm which uses off-line tuning and MW-RS assignment approach.
The simulations will be run for system with frame size 128 as in the testbed built by
the AON consortium. The number of wavelength channels will be 2, 4, and 8. The number
of nodes in the system will be 8 and 40. So the ratio of nodes to wavelength channels takes
on the value of 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, and 20. From this range of ratios we will be able to conclude
how large the number of nodes in the system has to be, compared to the number of wave-
length channels, for the effect of tuning overhead to be negligible. Finally the session
throughput requirement will take on the value of 1, 3, and 12 in single class system to help
us understand the effect of throughput requirement on the efficiency of scheduling algo-
rithms. For two class system, the session throughput requirement will be 3 and 12. We
vary the relative traffic load of each type of the session to understand its effect on the effi-
ciency of scheduling algorithms. For single class client/server system, we fixed the total
number of nodes to 40, and wavelength channels to 8, while the number of servers takes
on 1 and 3, and server traffic percentage st takes on the value of 0.05 and 0.1 (the maxi-
mum st is 1/8 before server's transmitter and receiver become system bottleneck). We will
compare the results to single class uniform traffic situations.
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Chapter 4 Mathematical Approximations and Bounds
In this chapter we derive mathematical approximations or bounds for single class uniform
traffic and two class uniform traffic systems.
4.1 Offered Load
Single Class
Assuming sessions arrive with Poisson rate X, service time (i.e. session holding time)
is exponentially distributed with mean 1/g, and the session throughput requirement is L
slots per frame.
Let the capacity of each wavelength channel be Cs bps, so the total system capacity is
WCs bps. Let the number of bits transmitted by each session be exponentially distributed
with mean of K bits per session. If a session can use an entire wavelength channel, it takes
on average l/o = K/Cs second to transmit. If it acquires only L slots per frame, it takes
on average 1/g = KT/CsL second to transmit. Therefore 1/g = T/goL. The offered load is
the percentage of system capacity used, p = k(sessions/sec).K(bits/session) / WC(bps) =
XJIRWT.
In our simulations, we normalize l/o to one, meaning the mean session holding time
is one second had it been using an entire wavelength channel. When sessions only use L of
the T slots, the mean session holding time is 1/p = T/L.
X L 1 1 T
P WT and 1 = - (4.1.0.1)
Two Class
Assuming sessions with throughput requirement L1 slots per frame arrive with Poisson
rate X, = aX, and those with throughput requirement L2 slots per frame arrive with Pois-
son rate X2 = (-a)X. Where X is the overall session arrival rate, and a is the percentage of
arrivals that are L1 type sessions. Assume the service time (i.e. session holding time) is
exponentially distributed with mean 1/g for all sessions.
Let the capacity of each wavelength channel be Cs bps, so the total system capacity is
WCs bps. Let the number of bits transmitted by type L1 and L2 sessions be exponentially
distributed with mean of K1 bits and K2 bits per session respectively. Since type L2 ses-
sions have throughput requirement L2/L1 times that of type L1 sessions and the session
holding time is the same for both, we must have K2 / K1 = L2 / L1. When a type L1 ses-
sion acquires only L1 slots per frame, it will take 1/g = K1T/CsL1 second to transmit.
Similarly 1/pg = K2 T/CsL2 , The offered load is the percentage of system capacity used, p =
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{ kl(sessions/sec)K1l(bits/session) + 2 (sessions/sec) K2 (bits/session) } / WCs(bps) =
k{ t(xL+(l-c)L2)} / WT.
If we normalize the service time against type L1 sessions (i.e. assuming that each
type L1 session can use an entire wavelength channel), the mean session holding time is
i/go = K1/Cs Since in reality each type LI session uses only L1 of T slots, the mean ses-
sion holding time is 1/ =T/oL l . Similarly we will have 1/pg =T/oL 2 and 1/go = K2/Cs
if normalizing the service time against L2 type sessions. In either case we will set I/go
to one when running simulations.
X aL 1+(1-cx)L 2 I 1 T 1 I T
P = WT where - = - - or _ = __ (4.1.0.2)C1 WT Ct [to L I C1 (.o L2
depending on normalization of session service time against type LI or L2 services.
4.2 Single Class, Uniform Traffic System
In this section, we derive mathematical approximation for blocking system and mathemat-
ical upper bound for queueing system.
4.2.1 Blocking System
In Appendix A.1 we derived PbINs, the probability that a new session request will be
rejected given the number of sessions in service Ns. Two assumptions were made, the
existence of column conflict only and that all Ns sessions are equally distributed over slots
in the system. The column conflict only assumption is valid for Contiguous L+ Assign-
ment Algorithm but not for Contiguous and Random L Assignment Algorithms. The
assumption of equally distributed sessions over all slots in the system is a statistical
approximation of the system. Therefore the PblNs thus derived is a conservative approxi-
mation but not the minimum for the system. And the channel utilization and the blocking
probability derived below using this value of PblNs are also not the lower bounds but con-
servative approximations only.
Mathematical Approximation for M/M/1/B/L+1
By using SW-CS algorithm, each row can accommodate a maximum of ' = LT/
(L+1)J sessions. If we align these sessions at the boundary, we can consider the system as
that of frame size T' and all sessions require one slot per frame. The system could be mod-
eled by using Markov Chain.
X(l-PblO ) X(l-Pbll) X(l-Pbl2 ) X(l-Pbl WT)
gL 2,g 3g WT'
Figure 4.2.1.1 M / M / WT W7T System
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As shown in Figure 4.2.1.1, the system is equivalent to MIM/lmm blocking system
with m = WT. Let state i be the number of sessions in service, Pi be the probability that
system will be in state i when in equilibrium. Obviously the system will advance from
state i to state i+l only if the new session request is accepted given state i. And the proba-
bility of acceptance is 1 -Pbli, where Pbli is derived in Appendix A. 1. Solving the following
balance equation, and express it in terms of offered load p = (!X/p)(L/W7),
Pi.,(1 -Pb i) = P(i+I) (i+1)g
we have
WT ' 1 i-IPi = Po · (p-L) * I-* (1-Pblj) for i = O0..., Wr (4.2.1.1)
j=o
where
WT' i-I
P WTo - I IPo =1) I + L (1 -Pbl j) (4.2.1.2)
i=1 j=o
WT' WT
CU = W A i Pi and Pb = E Pi .Pbl i (4.2.1.3)
i=O i=O
Where CU is the channel utilization, and Pb is the blocking probability of the system.
In Figure 4.2.1.2 we have shown the channel utilization and the blocking probability
for systems with throughput requirement of one, three, and twelve slots per frame, frame
size of 128, two, four, or eight wavelength channels, and eight or forty nodes. The same
set of parameters will be used for simulation. The calculation is based upon the formulas
above, the program is shown in Appendix A.2. 1.
We can see from our analysis that the system performance depends on the ratio of N/W,
where N is the number of nodes and W the wavelength channels in the system. We denote
this ratio as y. It describes the size of the system population relative to the wavelength
number. The larger the population the less likely the session request is blocked by trans-
mitter or receiver conflict, and the better the performance. From Figure 4.2.1.2 we see that
a system with small y performs considerably worse. However once y >>1, the relative size
of y does not seem to be critical.
Notice that due to the SW-CS assignment nature of the algorithm, there are wasted
slots in each row. Combining this inefficiency and the one slot tuning overhead per ses-
sion, we can derive the maximum channel utilization for sessions when ignoring the trans-
mitter and receiver conflicts. Assuming frame size of 128 and throughput requirement of L
slots per frame, the maximum channel utilization is L*LT/(L+1)J / T. So for L equals to
one, three and twelve, the maximum channel utilization is 0.5, 0.75 and 0.84 respectively
(shown as solid horizontal lines in Figure 4.2.1.2). The results for systems with large y is
very close to this absolute bound.
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Mathematical Approximation for M/M/1/B/CL
For Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm, the existence of pre-column and post-column
conflict increases the probability that a new session will be rejected to above the PblNs
value derived in Appendix A. 1. Therefore PbINs is a conservative approximate lower
bound for the system. Under the condition that we have large number of nodes (compared
to the wavelength number), the occurrence of column conflict as well as pre-column and
post-column conflict is rare. Therefore PbINs can be a tight approximate lower bound for
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the system.
We use the same Markov Chain approach as in M/M/1/B/L+1 to solve for the system
parameters. The only difference is now T = LT/LJ.
In Figure 4.2.1.3, we presented the results for systems with forty nodes, four wave-
length channels, frame size of 128, and throughput requirement of one, three, and twelve
slots per frame. Notice that M/M/1/B/CL system of large number of users is more efficient
at steady state compared to M/M/1/B/L+1. The program in Appendix A.2.1 was used to do
the calculations.
Notice that due to the SW-CS assignment nature of the algorithm, there are wasted
slots in each row. Assuming frame size of 128 and throughput requirement of L slots per
frame, the maximum channel utilization is L*LT/LJ/T. So for L equals to one, three and
twelve, the maximum channel utilization is 1.0, 0.98 and 0.94 respectively (shown as dot-
ted horizontal lines in Figure 4.2.1.3). The results shown in Figure 4.2.1.3 are close to this
absolute bound.
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Figure 4.2.1.3 Mathematical Approximation for M/M/I/B/CL System
Mathematical Bounds for M/M/1/B/RL
Ignoring transmitter and receiver conflicts, we can use M/M/m/m model to obtain the
bound for the M/M/1/B/RL system. The number of servers m = LWT/LI. The channel utili-
zation CU and the blocking probability Pb are as follows,
L 'n=on (X/P) /n! ( /mCU = ( )n/n ! and Pb = (X/R)/! (4.2.1.4)WT y m= " (),1g) n~n m= 0 (/p.) n/n !
where g4L = pWT/L.
A system of WT slots can accommodate a maximum of LWT/LJ sessions as in a system
of LWT/LI servers. When taking transmitter and receiver conflicts into consideration, the
system resource would be used less efficiently. So M/M/m/m model provides the upper
bound for channel utilization and lower bound for blocking probability. And the absolute
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maximum channel utilization is L*LWT/LJ/WT In our system, the frame size is 128. For L
of 1, the maximum channel utilization is 1.0; for L of 3, the maximum channel utilization
is 0.996, 0.996, 0.999 for W of 2, 4 and 8 respectively; for L of 12, the maximum channel
utilization is 0.984, 0.984, 0.996 for W of 2, 4 and 8 respectively.
In Figure 4.2.1.4 channel utilization and blocking probability are plotted for systems
with two, four and eight wavelength channels, frame size of 128, and throughput require-
ment of one, three, and twelve slots per frame. Notice that the channel utilization
approaches the absolute maximum value. The program for calculating the result is shown
in Appendix A.2.1.
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4.2.2 Queueing System
Ignoring transmitter and receiver conflicts, results from M/M/m system are used as bounds
for MM/1/Q/* systems. For M/M/m system, the following equations hold[7]:
P(X/)m (/mg) Pq (/m) PqPq = Nq = /mq ( -X/mg) (4.2.2.1)
m! (1 -h/m) X(I -/mg)
Po = { I k + ! (1 X/ ) } (4.2.2.2)
where Pq is the probability that an arriving session has to wait in queue, Nq is the average
number of sessions in queue, Wq is the average waiting time in queue of a session, and /jg
= pWT/L.
For M/M/1/Q/L+1 system, the number of servers m = WLT(/L+1)J; for M/M/1/Q/CL
system, m = WLT/LJ; and for M/M/I/Q/RL system, m = LWT/LJ. The results thus
obtained, Nq and Wq, are lower bounds for the system since the value used for m is the
maximum number of sessions the system can serve at any time for each of the scheduling
algorithm. With the transmitter and receiver conflicts taken into consideration, the equiva-
lent number of servers are smaller and the system is less efficient, which translates into
larger queue size and longer waiting time in queue.
The program used for calculation is included in Appendix A.2.2.
Mathematical Bounds for M/M/1/OIL+1
The number of servers m equals to WLT/(L+I)] as mentioned earlier. The arrival rate
used in calculation is 3X=p W as obtained from Equation (4.1.0.1) and by setting 1/go to one
as in simulations (W is the number of wavelength channels).
Same as that in M/M/1/B/L+1 system, the maximum load the system can handle with-
out running into infinite queue and delay is L*LT/(L+1)JIT. So for L equals to one, three
and twelve, the maximum channel utilization is 0.5, 0.75 and 0.84 respectively (shown as
vertical solid lines in Figure 4.2.2.1).
The results for system with frame size 128, wavelength channels two, four, eight, and
session throughput requirement of one, three, twelve slots per frame are shown in Figure
4.2.2.1. Notice that the system approaches the absolute bounds mentioned.
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Mathematical Bounds for M/M/1/O/CL
The number of servers m equals to WLT/L/ as mentioned earlier. The arrival rate used
in calculation is ,=pW as obtained from Equation (4.1.0.1) and by setting 1/go to one as in
simulations (W is the number of wavelength channels).
Same as that in M/M/1/B/L system, the maximum load the system can handle without
running into infinite queue and delay is L*LT/L/T. So for L equals to one, three and
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twelve, the maximum channel utilization is 1.0, 0.98 and 0.94 respectively (shown as ver-
tical solid lines in Figure 4.2.2.2).
The results for system with frame size 128, wavelength channels two, four, eight, and
session throughput requirement of one, three, twelve slots per frame are shown in Figure
4.2.2.2. Notice that the system approaches the absolute bounds mentioned.
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Mathematical Bounds for M/M/1/O/RL
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The number of servers m equals to LWT/LJ as mentioned earlier. The arrival rate used
in calculation is XpW as obtained from Equation (4.1.0.1) and by setting 1/go to one as in
simulations (W is the number of wavelength channels).
Same as that in M/M/1/B/R system, the maximum load the system can handle without
running into infinite queue and delay is L*LWT/LJ/WT. In our system, the frame size is
128. For L of 1, the maximum channel utilization is 1.0; for L of 3, the maximum channel
utilization is 0.996, 0.996, 0.999 for W of 2, 4 and 8 respectively; for L of 12, the maxi-
mum channel utilization is 0.984, 0.984, 0.996 for W of 2, 4 and 8 respectively.
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The results for systems with frame size 128, two, four, eight wavelength channels, and
session throughput requirement of one, three, twelve slots per frame are shown in Figure
4.2.2.3. Notice that the system approaches the absolute bounds mentioned.
4.3 Two Class, Uniform Traffic System
In this section we derive mathematical bounds for two class, uniform traffic, blocking sys-
tems by Markov Chain approach. We will also look at mathematical bounds for two class,
uniform traffic, blocking system.
4.3.1 Blocking System
Again we use Markov Chain to analyze the system while ignoring transmitter and receiver
conflicts. Let (i1, i2) be the state variables for the number of type LI and L2 sessions in ser-
vice respectively. Let X1 and X2 be the corresponding arrival rate, and 1/ the average ses-
sion holding time, identical for both type of sessions. Furthermore, assume L1 < L2, and
define ilm = LWT/LIJ and i2m = LWT/L22J. We have a two dimensional Markov Chain
bounded by iL I + i2L2 < WT as shown in Figure 4.3.1.1.
X is
\2/ 2
i2m
11
W24 ( )2)()
(0,1) ( 1,1 ) * . .
0o,0) lo(2,0)
Figure 4.3.1.1 Markov Model for M/M/2/B/* System
Instead of obtaining an overall blocking probability for the system, we use a weighted
blocking probability. The reason is that since type L1 and L2 sessions have different
throughput requirements, blocking one type of session is not the same as blocking the
other as far as the overall impact on the system throughput is concerned. The weighted
blocking probability takes that into consideration. We will show shortly that the weighted
blocking probability derived here is the lower bound for the system, thus can be used as an
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yard stick to measure simulation results.
XI ,Pii,2 = (i+l)-lPi,+ 1 i 2 and 2. Pi,,i2 = (i2 + 1)g Ppi,2+l
Solving above balance equations, we can obtain the channel utilization CU, the block-
ing probability Pb1 and Pb2 for type L1 and L2 sessions, the weighted blocking probability
Pb of the system, and the steady state probability Pi, i2 of system in state (i, i2), assuming
L 1 <L2 .
ili i2
P1 P2
Pil P i 2 = (4.3.1.1)
CU = CLWT/L 2J L (WT-i 2L2)/L,J ilLl+i 2 L2 P (4.3.1.2)i2 =0 i, = WT ' Pi, i2
Pb = {aL ·Pbl + (1 - a) L2 ·Pb2} / aLl + (1 - a) L2} (4.3.1.3)
Pb _LW O/L2J PL (WT-i 2L2)/LJ, i2 (4.3.1.4)
Pb2 = iO Pil, L (WT-iL,)/L 2J (4.3.1.5)
where
P = I WT/L2J P2 L(WT-i 2L2) /L,J (4.3.1.6)i 2 = i, 0 Y i! j,(4.3.1.6)
,1 aaWTp 2 ( 1 - a) WTp
aL + (1 -a)L 2 P aL + ( - a)L(4.3.1.7)
The blocking probability Pb1 and Pb2 for type L1 and L2 sessions are not the lower
bounds for the system. They are what one would get when using a "fair" scheduling algo-
rithm which gives equal access of system resources to both type L 1 and L2 sessions. (By
contrast, an "unfair" scheduling algorithm prefers one type of the session over the other. In
our system, most of the scheduling algorithms are inherently unfair since sessions with
larger throughput requirements are more likely to be rejected not only because they ask
more slots at once but also because they are more likely to encounter transmitter and
receiver conflicts).
However the weighted blocking probability Pb is the lower bound for the system, it
does not matter if the system uses fair or unfair scheduling algorithms. (i.e. Pb = Pb(fair)
= Pb(unfair), where Pb(fair) and Pb(unfair) are weighted blocking probabilities for fair
and unfair systems respectively). Only when taking transmitter and receiver conflicts into
consideration, the weighted blocking probability of the system will be lower than that
obtained here. Thus Pb from Equation (4.3.1.3) is indeed the lower bound for the system.
Assuming we are using an unfair scheduling algorithm that increases the blocking
probability for type Li sessions from Pbl(fair) by 6 (i.e. Pbl(unfair) = Pbl(fair) + 6), so
for every type Li sessions, an additional SLI slots are freed up for type L2 sessions' use.
Since for every type Li session request there is a-1-I type L2 sessions, the blocking prob-
ability for type L2 sessions decreases from Pb2(fair) by e = (Ll/L2)/(a- 1-1), that is
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Pb2 (unfair) = Pb2 (fair) - . From Equation (4.3.1.3), Pb(unfair) = { acLPbl(unfair) + (1-
ox)L2Pb 2(unfair) } / { xLli+(1-a)L 2 } = Pb(fair) = Pb.
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Figure 4.3.1.2 Mathematical Analysis for M/M/2/B/* System
In Figure 4.3.1.2, we showed the channel utilization, weighted blocking probability,
and blocking probability for type L I and L2 sessions for a system of Ll=3, Ll=12, W=8,
T=128. Notice that CU and Pb vary little as a function of or. The program used is included
in Appendix A.3.1.
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Chapter 5 OPNET Simulation Model
OPtimized Network Engineering Tools (OPNET) is a comprehensive software program
capable of simulating large communications networks with detailed protocol modeling
and performance analysis[6]. Its features include: graphical specification of models; a
dynamic, event-scheduled Simulation Kernel; integrated data analysis tools; and hierar-
chical, object-based modeling. We will use OPNET v2.3/M(c) on SUN SPARC stations to
model our systems.
The highest "domain" in OPNET's hierarchical modeling structure is the network
model. Nodes and links can be placed directly in a network or within subnetworks, which
can be treated as single objects in the network model. A node is defined by connecting var-
ious module types with packet streams and statistics wires. The connection between mod-
ules allow for guided packet and status information exchange between modules. Each
module placed in a node serves a unique purpose, such as generating packets, queueing
packets, processing packets, or transmitting and receiving packets. At the core of most
OPNET simulations are user-defined process models in addition to that provided by
OPNET. Process models can represent the logic of communications hardware, network
protocol, distributed algorithms, or high-level server-client processes. OPNET allows con-
struction of process models by graphical representation of extended finite state machine.
In our system, since we ignore propagation delay of the packet, we can collapse phys-
ical nodes (terminals) into one logical node. So we've designed our network consisting of
only one node, shown as in Figure 5.0.1. This node is made up of three modules, a source,
the scheduler and the release process modules. The source, src, uses the ideal source gen-
erator provided by OPNET, it generates session requests according to a Poisson process
with a specified rate. The scheduler model processes a session request by making appro-
priate resource assignments. It differs slightly for the blocking system and the queueing
system. The release module erases the session after it's finished, it is also different for
blocking and queueing system.
In Appendix B. 1, we presented the network model used in OPNET provided report
form, and in Appendix B.2 is the OPNET report form of the node model used.
sro scheduler release
Figure 5.0.1 Node Module
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5.1 Blocking System
The release module is shown in Figure 5.1.1. Upon entering the module, it erases the
packet that represents session request and clear the associate variables(i.e. release the sys-
tem resource used by the session).
Figure 5.1.1 Release Process Module
The scheduler module for blocking system is shown in Figure 5.1.2. At the beginning
of the simulation, the system will first enter the init state, where variables are initialized.
Environmental variables such as the number of wavelength channels in the system W, the
frame size T, number of nodes in the system N, the session throughput requirement in
terms of number of slots per frame L are registered. At the end of the init state, if there is a
session request arrival, it transits into the pkprepare state, else it goes into the idle state.
In the pk.prepare state, the session request gets assigned the source and destination
address and the session holding time before getting sent into the schedule state. Once in
the schedule state, based on the source and destination address and the available system
resource, the session request is either rejected or accepted. In the former case, the session
request is registered as "blocked" and deleted. In the later case, the scheduler send a
delayed interrupt to the release module. So after a delay period equal to the session hold
time, the release module will be notified and delete the expired session. Once the sched-
uler has finished with a session request, it goes back to the idle state, where it waits for the
next arrival. When the simulation ends, the function record_stats records system statistics
such as channel utilization, blocking probability before exiting.
(ENDSIM)/<recor - (default)
Figure 5.1.2 Scheduler Process Module for Blocking System
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5.2 Queueing System
The queueing system behaves very much like the blocking system, the only difference is
that it keeps a queue of session requests that cannot be immediately satisfied.
The release process model for the queueing system is almost the same as that shown in
Figure 5.1.1. In addition to erasing the expired session and freeing associated system
resource, it also sends an interrupt to the scheduler module to notify it of the additional
resource available. Upon receiving such an interrupt, if the scheduler finds itself with an
non-empty queue, it will go into state schedule, and process the session requests hold in
the queue.
The scheduler process model for the queueing system is shown in Figure 5.2.1. As in
the blocking system, the module will enter from the idle state into the pk.prepare state
when a new session request comes in, and proceed to the schedule state to process the
request. Additionally when an interrupt from the release module comes in signaling addi-
tional resource available, and the queue is not empty at the time, the module enters from
the idle state to the schedule state to process session requests hold in the queue. Every-
thing else is identical to that in the blocking system.
There is a slight difference between single class and two class systems. In single class
system a single sub-queue is maintained. While in two class system two sub-queues are
maintained, one for each type of the sessions. Upon receiving the interrupt from the
release module signaling the release of a session, the system will try to fill the "vacancy"
with the same type of session from the sub-queue as the one just released. The different
type of session in sub-queue has lower priority to be filled.
Figure 5.2.1 Scheduler Process Module for Queueing System
5.3 Scheduling Algorithms
In this section we describe the three scheduling algorithms used. And point out the differ-
ences between the single class and the two class systems.
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5.3.1 Single Class System
Contiguous L+ Assignment Algorithm
Since all sessions require L slots for data and one additional slot for overhead tuning,
we can regard the system as consisting of Wrows and LT/(L+I)] columns of cells. Each
cell consists of contiguous L+1 slots. The scheduling algorithm searches through each col-
umn and row to find a free cell without Column Conflict and assign it to the session. The
following is the general description of the algorithm.
* for each column i (O < i < LT / (L+1) J) do
· determine if there is a Column Conflict and find a free cell in the column.
· if without Column Conflict and a free cell is found, mark cell found, end the search;
else, continue to next column.
* if cell found at the end of the search, assign the cell to the session;
else, reject the session request and mark it as blocked.
Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm
Similar to the L+1 Assignment, this system can be regarded as consisting of W rows
and LT/LJ columns of cells. Each cell consists of contiguous L slots. However a free cell is
not necessarily usable due to Column, Pre-column and Post-column Conflict as discussed
in Section 3.2. From now on we call afree cell without Column Conflict an available cell.
An available cell encountering Pre-column or Post-column Conflict and unable to resolve
it cannot be used either, and we call it a rejected cell. An non-rejected cell is a usable cell
ready for assignment to the session. We will assign priority to each usable cell depending
on the number of conflicts it resolved. For example a usable cell that encounters none of
the Pre-column and Post-column Conflict has zero priority. A usable cell that encounters
and resolves a Pre-column Conflict due to a transmitter has priority one. A usable cell that
encounters and resolves all of the Pre-column Conflicts due to a transmitter and a receiver,
and Post-column Conflicts due to a transmitter and a receiver has priority four. The algo-
rithm will search through all cells in the system and replace the keeper cell with higher
priority usable cell. This priority system favors maximum conflicts resolution, and hope-
fully helps us lowering session blocking due to unresolved conflicts. The search will end
when the keeper cell reaches the highest priority of four or when all cells are searched. At
the end of the search, the session will be assigned to the keeper cell if it exists, or marked
as rejected. The following is the general description of the algorithm.
+ for each column i (O < i < LT/L) do
* determine if there is a Column Conflict and find all free cells in the column.
· if there is Column Conflict or no free cell is found, continue to next column.
· for all available cells in the column, determine their usability by checking Pre-column
and Post-column Conflicts and assign priority to usable ones, replace the keeper
cell with higher priority usable cell.
· if the keeper cell's priority reaches four (highest priority), end the search;
else, continue to next column.
* if keeper cell exists at the end of the search, assign it to the session;
else, reject the session request and mark it as blocked.
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Random L Assignment Algorithm
This algorithm allows for MW-RS resource allocation as discussed in Section 3.6.
Given a request of L slots per sessions, the final assignment may consist of slots spread
across all wavelength channels. The algorithm described below is not limited to single or
two class traffic. It works for any value of L.
A block (1, w,s,o) is made of slots with identical wavelength channel w and consecutive
slot numbers starting at position s in the frame. The size of a block is the number of slots
contained in it. The overhead indicator of a block o can be represented by a binary number
xy, where x and y indicate if the block encounters Pre-column and Post-column Conflicts
respectively. It takes on the value of one for unresolved conflict and zero otherwise.
Notice that o with decimal value 2 represents binary 10. The actual overhead of the block
has the decimal value of x+y which represents the number of slots needed for tuning. So a
block with o of decimal 2 needs 1 slot for overhead due to Pre-column Conflict. The avail-
able size of a block is the size of the block (1) minus the actual overhead of the block. The
available slots of a block are all slots in the block except the first one if x is one and the last
one if y is one.
What the algorithm does first is to find all slots that could be used for the session and
sort them into a list of blocks in order of decreasing size. From this list of blocks, the algo-
rithm will allocate slots to the session using criteria of minimizing waste and using the
smallest block possible. The concept of waste is as following. The number of slots pro-
vided by a block is the lesser of the available size of the block and the number of slots
needed. When the size of a block is greater than the number of slots provided by it, the dif-
ference between the two is called the waste associated with the block. For example, three
slots are needed while the block has size seven. So the number of slots provided by the
block is three while the waste is four. The occurrence of waste indicates fragmentation of
the block, which we want to avoid. Another way of reducing fragmentation is to reserve
larger blocks for sessions with larger L, which means using the smallest block possible
when making assignment.
Since we are using MW-RS approach, multiple blocks can be assigned to a session.
There are also possibly many ways to assign blocks to a session. What we are going to do
is to work down the list of blocks until we find a "possible assignment" (pa) which may
contain one or more blocks. We assign priority to the pa, and may replace "keeper assign-
ment" (ka) with the pa if the pa has higher priority. We will continue this process until the
end of the list, and assign ka to the session if one exists. The criteria for updating pa is to
compare successive pa's waste, update only when new pa has less waste. Since a pa may
contain more than one block, the waste of a pa is the cumulated waste of all blocks in it.
The process of finding a pa is as following. As we moved down the list, examine the
block against the ones already assigned to the pa to determine if any slots have identical
position in the frame. If that is the case, discard the block due to Column Conflict at that
position. We call this "usability test". Next step is to determine if the block is bigger than
needed. If the available size of the block is smaller than the number of slots needed, we
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add the block to the pa and update the number of slots needed. Repeat the process as we
move down the list until enough blocks are assigned to the pa to provide a total of L slots.
However if the available size of the block is bigger than the number of slots needed, we
mark this block as "temporary assignment" (ta) since we don't want to break up a big
block. We move to the next block which has a smaller size and so on until we get to the
smallest block possible and assign it to the pa. The criteria for updating ta is to compare
successive ta's waste and overhead, update only when the newer one has less waste and no
bigger overhead. We call this "ta-update process". The following is the general descrip-
tion of the algorithm.
* step 1:
· find all free slots without Column Conflict and express them in terms of blocks.
· discard all blocks whose available size is less than one.
· sort remaining blocks into a list first by decreasing size and second by increasing
overhead.
* step 2:
* fetch the next available block in the list, repeat step 2 if failing "usability test".
· if the block is a ta, repeat step 2 until completion of "ta-update process";
else, assign the block to pa.
· if the pa is complete, replace ka with it if it has less waste;
else, repeat step 2.
* step 3:
if ka exists when reaching end of the list, assign these slots to the session by rule 1;
else, reject the session request and mark it as blocked.
* rule 1:
· for all blocks in the ka except the last one, assign their available slots to the session.
· the number of slots needed (ns) is L minus the number of slots provided thus far.
* for the last block in the ka, we only need ns slots starting from position 1 if overhead
of the block is 0; position 2 if overhead is 1 and 3; position "second from the last"
and counting backwards if overhead is 2.
We will use an example to illustrate step 2. Assume we have following list of blocks:
{(10, 1, 1,0) (8, 2, 8,0) (7,4, 13,0) (6, 3, 13,0) (6, 1, 20, 1) (6,2,27,2) (5, 1,40,0) (3,4, 1, 0))
and we need L equals to 16 slots.
1) fetch block 1 (10,1 ,1,0), pass "usability test".
2) block 1 is a non-ta since available size 10 is less than needed 16 slots, assign block 1
to pa 1, waste 0, number of slots needed is now 6.
3) fetch block 2 (8,2,8,1), fail "usability test" since Column Conflict at position 8, 9 and 10.
4) fetch block 3 (7,4,13,0), pass "usability test", make it ta since available size 7 is greater
than needed 6, waste 1.
5) fetch block 4 (6,3,13,0), pass "usability test", waste 0, make it the new ta and the end of
"ta-update process", assign block 4 to pal, number of slots needed is now 0.
6) pal complete with block 1 and 4 with a total waste of 0, assign pal to ka.
7) fetch block 5 (6,1,20,1), pass "usability test".
8) block 5 is non-ta, waste 1, assign to pa2, number of slots needed 11.
9) fetch block 6 (6,2,27,2), pass "usability test".
10) block 6 is non-ta, waste 1, assign to pa2, number of slots needed 6.
11) fetch block 7 (5,1,40,0), pass "usability test".
12) block 7 is non-ta, waste 0, assign to pa2, number of slots needed 1.
13) fetch block 8 (3,4,1,0), pass "usability test".
14) block 8 is ta, waste 2.
15) end of list, assign block 8 to pa 2.
16) pa 2 complete with block 5, 6, 7 and 8 with a total waste of 4, ka=pal.
17) assign available slots in block 1 and 4 to the session.
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5.3.2 Two Class System
Contiguous L+ 1I(L) Assignment Algorithm
To ensure fair distribution of system resource among type LI and L2 sessions, we par-
tition the frame of size T into two independent portions of size T1 and T2 serving type L1
and L2 sessions respectively. The system is in essence two independent single class uni-
form traffic subsystems. We will use Contiguous L+I(L) Assignment Algorithm described
in previous section for each of the two subsystems.
Let ao be the percentage of the total sessions that is type L1 sessions. A system of W
wavelength channels and size T1 frame can support on average WT1 /(Ll+b) number of
type L1 sessions. A system of size T2 frame can support on average WT2 /(L2+b) number
of type L2 sessions. In both cases b takes on the value of one for L+1 Assignment and zero
for L Assignment. We have,
{ WTI/(L 1+ b)} / {WT 2/(L 2+b)} = a/(1 -a) (5.3.2.1)
which gives
T2/ (L2 + b) = T/ { (L2 + b) + (L1 + b) a/( l - a) } (5.3.2.2)
The subsystem for L2 sessions can be regarded as c2 columns of cells, where c2 equals
to LT2 /(L2 +b) as specified in Equation (5.3.2.2). The subsystem for L1 sessions can be
regarded as cl columns of cells, where cl equals to L(T-(L2+b)c2) /(L2 +b)J. The following
is the general description of the algorithm.
* determine the number of cells cl, c2 for subsystem 1 and 2 respectively.
* if type L1 sessions, using Contiguous L+1(L) Assignment Algorithm (Section 5.3.1) to
schedule the session in subsystem 1.
* if type L2 sessions, using Contiguous L+1(L) Assignment Algorithm (Section 5.3.1) to
schedule the session in subsystem 2.
Random L Assignment Algorithm
The Contiguous L+I(L) Assignment Algorithms outlined above are fair for both type
L1 and L2 sessions, however an accurate estimate of the parameter a is needed. By using
Random L Assignment Algorithm no estimation of a is needed. For blocking system, the
Random L Assignment Algorithm outlined in the previous section can be used exactly as it
is. For queueing system, notice that two separate queues for L1 and L2 sessions will be
kept. So when a session request gets queued, it gets sent to the queue for that particular
session type. Everything else is the same as described in the previous section.
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Chapter 6 Simulation Results
In this chapter we present the simulation results for single/two class uniform traffic sys-
tems and single class client/server systems, and compare them to mathematical approxi-
mations/bounds derived in Chapter 4.
6.1 Single Class, Uniform Traffic System
6.1.1 Blocking System
The simulation results for M/M/I/B/L+ , M/M/I/B/CL and M/M/I/RL systems are shown
in Figure 6.. 1.1. I through Figure 6.1.1.3. The simulations are run for eight and forty users;
two, four and eight wavelength channels; and throughput requirement of one, three, and
twelve slots per frame. The solid lines in the graphs are calculated results based on the
mathematical approximations/bounds obtained in Section 4.2.1. The dotted lines are simu-
lation results..
As far as achieving maximum channel utilization is concerned, two factors come in to
play, the number of wavelength channels W and the ratio of the number of nodes to the
number of wavelength channels represented by parameter y.
When y is much greater than one, adding more wavelength channels to the system
yields more efficiency as in the case of the forty user & eight wavelength system, the forty
user & four wavelength system, and the forty user & two wavelength system. The reason
is that when y is large, session rejection due to transmitter and receiver conflicts is negligi-
ble. Therefore adding more wavelength channels translates directly into more system
resources for the users.
When is y close to one, systems with higher y yields higher efficiency as in the case of
the eight user & four wavelength system (y = 2), and the eight user & eight wavelength
system (y = 1). The reason is that smaller y indicates more session rejection due to trans-
mitter or receiver conflicts and therefore less channel utilization rate. When y is less than
one, the transmitter and receiver become the bottleneck of the system, adding more wave-
length channels will not give more resources to each of the users.
We can also see that systems with y larger than two have relatively the same channel
utilization rate regardless the number of wavelength channels. Only when y is significantly
small (less than two) does the system have a much lower channel utilization rate.
The figures also showed that systems with larger L reach the maximum channel utili-
zation more slowly (i.e. has a larger 'knee').
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Figure 6.1.1.1 M/M/I/B/L+I System Results
For M/M/1/B/L+I systems, simulation results approach the derived mathematical
approximations rather closely. For systems with relatively large number of users (y > 1),
the channel utilization approaches that of the absolute maximum derived in Section 4.2.1
(0.5, 0.75 and 0.84 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively).
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Figure 6.1.1.2 M/M//B/CL System Results
For M/IM/I/B/CL system, the same two factors (number of wavelength channels Wand
the ratio y of the number of nodes to wavelength channels) influence the system perfor-
mance. It's clear that when the number of users is relatively large (y > 1), the channel utili-
zation approaches the mathematical bounds as well as the absolute maximum derived in
Section 4.2.1 (1.0, 0.98 and 0.94 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively). Notice that the
systems with L of 12 approaches the maximum much more slowly.
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Figure 6.1.1.3 M/M/1/B/RL System Results
For MI/M//B/RL system, the same two factors (number of wavelength channels W and
the ratio y of the number of nodes to wavelength channels) influence the system perfor-
mance. It's clear that when the number of users is relatively large (y > 1), the channel utili-
zation approaches the mathematical bounds as well as the absolute maximum derived in
Section 4.2.1 (1.0, 0.999 and 0.996 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively). Notice that
the systems with L of 12 approaches the maximum much more slowly.
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We want to compare the efficiency of the three algorithms for systems represented by
large and small y.
For systems with relatively large number of nodes (e.g. N = 40, W = 8: Y = 5), session
rejection due to transmitter or receiver conflicts is relatively rare. Therefore Contiguous
L+1 Assignment Algorithm performs the worst due to the added tuning overhead of one
slot. The smaller the L, the more of the overhead there is, and the lower the channel utili-
zation it achieves. Random L Assignment Algorithm performs the best while Contiguous L
Assignment Algorithm trails behind. This is expected since Contiguous L Assignment
Algorithm wastes slots at the end of the frame when L doesn't divide T evenly.
For systems with relatively small number of nodes (e.g. N = 8, W = 8: Y = 1), Contig-
uous L+1 Assignment Algorithm performs much better than the other two algorithms espe-
cially for systems with large number of L. The reason is two fold. First for Contiguous
L+ Assignment Algorithm the percentage of tuning overhead is I/L, smaller for larger L.
Which means higher channel utilization for larger L. Secondly for the Contiguous and
Random L Assignment Algorithms, whenever a group of L free slots are rejected due to
Column, Pre-column or Post-column Conflicts, these L slots are "wasted". The larger the
L, the higher the chance of these slots being rejected, and also more slots wasted when
rejected. Which again means worse channel utilization for the Contiguous and Random L
Assignment Algorithms for systems with larger L. From the figure, it is clear that Contigu-
ous L+I Assignment Algorithm performs the best for L equals to three and twelve, and the
worst for L equals to one where the tuning overhead is 100%. When comparing Contigu-
ous and Random L Assignment Algorithms, notice that for the system shown Contiguous L
Assignment Algorithm performs better than Random L Assignment Algorithm for smaller L
(L = 1 & 3) while the opposite is true for larger L (L = 12). Again this can be attributed to
the trade-offs between two factors. First, the random algorithm fragments the system
resources, which leads to more rejections due to transmitter and receiver conflicts and
therefore lower channel utilization. On the other hand, it is harder to find L contiguous
slots than L random slots. The larger the L, the harder it is to find L contiguous slots even
if the system has the resources available. Which means lower channel utilization for the
contiguous algorithms. When L is large enough, the second effect dominates and Random
L Assignment Algorithm outperforms Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm (L=12).
When comparing the channel utilization (or blocking probability) achieved by systems
with small (e.g. N = 8, W = 8: = 1) to that with large (e.g. N = 40, W = 8: = 5), we
see that systems using Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm has the smallest difference
while those using Contiguous or Random L Assignment Algorithms have similarly larger
differences. The reason is that by adding one slot for tuning overhead, Contiguous L+1
Assignment Algorithm helps systems with small y while degrades systems with larger y,
therefore narrows the difference between the two.
Hopefully the load of the system is proportional to the number of users in the system.
So when the users are few, the load is low and the system operates at below the knee of the
curve and we don't have to worry about achieving maximum channel utilization. Only
when more users come into the system, the load increases and we want to operate at the
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higher "plateau" of the curve. In this situation we see that Random L Assignment Algo-
rithm gives the best performance.
The OPNET reports of the process models used for M/M/I/B/L+ 1, M/M/I/B/CL, M/M/
1/B/RL are presented in Appendix B.3.1. The termination method and seeds selection are
also discussed.
6.1.2 Queueing System
The results of the simulations are presented in Figure 6.1.2.1 through Figure 6.1.2.3. The
solid lines are mathematical bounds based on results in Section 4.2.2. The dotted lines are
simulation results. Notice that the simulation results are very close to the calculated
bounds for all three systems when the number of nodes in the system is relatively large
(y>l). The reason is the same as that discussed in the previous section for the blocking
system.
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Figure 6.1.2.1 M/M/1/Q/L+ System Results
For M/M/]/(L+ i system, when the number of users is relatively large (y > 1), the
channel utilization approaches the mathematical bounds as well as the absolute maximum
derived in Section 4.2.2 (0.5, 0.75 and 0.84 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively). In
case of y equals to one (N=8 & W=8), the "knee of the curve" occurs at load around 0.4,
0.55 and 0.5 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively due to heavy transmitter and receiver
conflicts. Refer to Figure 6.1.1.1, we see that M/M/I/B/L+ systems start to reach channel
utilization "plateau" (or non-zero blocking probability) at the same load values. Also sys-
tems with larger L have slower rising curves. So the results are consistent.
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Figure 6.1.2.2 M/M//Q/CL System Results
For M/M/I/Q/CL system, when the number of users is relatively large (y > 1), the
channel utilization approaches the mathematical bounds as well as the absolute maximum
derived in Section 4.2.2 (1.0, 0.98 and 0.94 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively). In
case of y equals to one (N=8 & W=8), the "knee of the curve" occurs at load around 0.55,
0.45 and 0.35 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively due to heavy transmitter and receiver
conflicts. Refer to Figure 6.1.1.1, we see that M/M/1/B/L+ 1 systems start to reach channel
utilization "plateau" (or non-zero blocking probability) at the same load values. Also sys-
tems with larger L have slower rising curves. So the results are consistent.
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Figure 6.1.2.3 M/M/I/Q/RL System Results
For M/M//Q/RL system, when the number of users is relatively large (y > 1), the
channel utilization approaches the mathematical bounds as well as the absolute maximum
derived in Section 4.2.2 (1.0, 0.999 and 0.996 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively). In
case of y equals to one (N=8 & W=8), the "knee of the curve" occurs at load around 0.45,
0.5 and 0.5 for L equals to 1, 3 and 12 respectively due to heavy transmitter and receiver
conflicts. Refer to Figure 6.1.1.1, we see that M/M/I/B/L+I systems start to reach channel
utilization "plateau" (or non-zero blocking probability) at the same load values. Also sys-
tems with larger L have slower rising curves. So the results are consistent.
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Again we want to compare the efficiency of the three scheduling algorithms for sys-
tems with large number of users (e.g. N = 40, W = 8 : = 5) and small number of users
(e.g. N= 8, W= 8: y= 1). As in the single class uniform traffic blocking systems Random
L Assignment Algorithm for the queueing systems also gives the best performance for sys-
tems with y >1. For systems with smaller y Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm seems
to give the best performance when L is large for the same reason as discussed in the previ-
ous section. When comparing the performance (e.g. the load value at the "knee of the
curve") of systems with small 7 (e.g. N = 8, W = 8: y = 1) to that with large y (e.g. N = 40,
W = 8 : y = 5), we see that systems using Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm has the
smallest difference while those using Contiguous or Random L Assignment Algorithms
have similarly larger differences. The reason is again the same as that for the blocking sys-
tem. We can therefore conclude that M/M/l/B/* and M/M/l/Q/* systems have similar per-
formance characteristics. In both systems Random L Assignment Algorithm gives the best
performance when >1 while Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm seems to give the
best performance when is small and L is large.
In Appendix B.3.2 are the OPNET reports of the process models used for M/M/I/Q
C+I, M/M/1/Q/CL, M/M//Q/RL. The termination criteria and seeds selection are also dis-
cussed.
6.2 Two Class, Uniform Traffic System
6.2.1 Blocking System
The simulation results for M/M2/B/L+I, M/M/2/B/CL and M/M/2/B/RL systems are shown
in Figure 6.2.1.1 and Figure 6.2.1.2. The simulations are run for forty users, eight wave-
length channels, and throughput requirement of three (L1) and twelve (L2) slots per frame.
The parameter a represents the percentage of session arrivals that is type L1. Given a, the
percentage of system resources used by type L1 sessions is P { = CaLl/(aLi+(1-a)L2) }.
In Figure 6.2.1.1, channel utilization and weighted blocking probability are plotted.
The solid lines are mathematical bounds obtained in Section 4.3.1, the dotted lines are
simulation results. It is clear that for systems with relatively large number of nodes (e.g. N
= 40, W = 8 : = 5) Random L Assignment Algorithm gives the best performance and is
close to the mathematical bound. Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm has the poorest
performance due to tuning overhead. For systems with small number of nodes (e.g. N = 8,
W = 8: y = 1) Contiguous L+ 1 Assignment Algorithm performs the best while Contiguous
L Assignment Algorithm the worst. Again the same reasons discussed in Section 6.1.1
apply here.
In Figure 6.2.1.2, blocking probabilities for type LI and L2 sessions are plotted. The
dotted lines are simulation results. The solid lines are derived in Section 4.3.1. They repre-
sent a system with large number of nodes and where both type of sessions have equal
access to all system resources. We call them "fair" blocking probabilities.
For systems with relatively large number of users (e.g. N = 40, W = 8: y = 5), Random
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L Assignment Algorithm yields better than "fair" blocking probability for type Li sessions
and worse than "fair" one for type L2 sessions. This is expected since sessions with larger
value of L are more likely to be rejected than those with smaller value simply because it is
harder to find more slots at once. For Contiguous L+ 1 and L Assignment Algorithms, the
system is divided into two independent subsystems each serving either type Li or L2 ses-
sions. There are lots of waste in this arrangement since different type of sessions do not
share resources with each other. The blocking probabilities for type Li and L2 sessions are
both worse than the "fair" ones most of the time. The exception is noted in the case of a
equals to 0.8. The blocking probability for type L2 sessions cross over the "fair" one. The
reason is that in the "fair" system a higher proportion of the system resources is used by
type Li sessions when a is large. Therefore the system becomes more fragmented and less
favorable for type L2 sessions which have larger throughput requirement. In contiguous L
and L+I systems, a fixed amount of resources are reserved for type L2 sessions. So when
the offered load on the system becomes high, type L2 sessions still have their share of the
system resources, and thus have lower than the "fair" blocking probability.
For systems with small number of users (e.g. N = 8, W = 8: y = 1), blocking probabil-
ities for type Li and L2 sessions are higher than the "fair" ones for all three algorithms due
to heavy transmitter and receiver conflicts. The blocking probability for type Li sessions
is the highest for Contiguous L Assignment Algorithm, and the lowest for Random L
Assignment Algorithm. The reason is that Random L Assignment Algorithm allows sharing
of all system resources and is the most efficient. For type L2 sessions, the blocking proba-
bility by Random L Assignment Algorithm starts lower than that by Contiguous L+I and L
Assignment Algorithms, but eventually becomes higher. The reason is the same as that
explained earlier when comparing the blocking probability for type L2 sessions by Contig-
uous L+i and L Assignment Algorithm to the "fair" one.
To summarize, for systems with y greater than one, the Random L Assignment Algo-
rithm achieves the highest channel utilization, also has close to the "fair" blocking proba-
bilities for both type Li and L2 sessions.
In Appendix B.4.1 is the OPNET process model report and the termination criteria.
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Figure 6.2.1.2 M/M/21B/* System (Blocking Probability for L 1 & L 2 Sessions)
6.2.2 Queueing System
Simulation results for M/M/2/Q/RL systems are shown in Figure 6.2.2.1. The weighted
average queue size (Q) and time in queue (D) are obtained the same way as the weighted
blocking probability for the two class blocking system. Let Q1 and Q2 be the average
queue size for type Li and L2 sessions, D1 and D2 the average time in queue. We have Q =
IaL1 Ql+(1--o )L 2 Q2 }/{ aL,+(1--)L 2 1, and D = {cL 1Dl+(1- -a)L2 D2 }/{fL 1+(1--a)L2}.
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Figure 6.2.2.1 M/M/2/Q/RL System
As in M/M/2/B/RL systems, sessions with larger L do not fare as well as those with
smaller value. However for systems with relatively large number of users (40 users, 8
wavelength channels), the Random L Assignment Algorithm does perform well. A crude
comparison is to M/M//Q/RL systems.
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First look at forty users and eight wavelength channels system. For L equals to three
and at load of 0.9, the average queue size and time in queue are 0.37 and 0.05 respectively
for M/M/I/Q/RL system. In this system, the average queue size for type Li (3) sessions at
load of 0.9 varies from 0.04 to 0.17 (approximate reading from Figure 6.2.2.1) depending
on the value of ao, and the average time in queue varies from around 0.01 to 0.03. For L
equals to twelve and at load of 0.9, the average queue size and time in queue are 4.0 and
0.56 respectively for M/M/1/Q/RL system. In this system, the average queue size for type
L2 (12) sessions at load of 0.9 varies from 2 to 4 (approximate reading from Figure
6.2.2. 1) depending on the value of a, and the average time in queue is approximately 0.7.
So the performance characteristics of both type of classes in the M/M/2/Q/RL systems
correspond closely to that in M/M/1/Q/RL systems.
Next look at eight users and eight wavelength channels system. It's clear that the aver-
age queue size and time in queue rise sharply at around load of 0.5. In M/M/1/Q/RL sys-
tem the average queue size and time in queue also rise sharply at around load of 0.5 for
both L equals to three and twelve cases.
We therefore conclude that this system compares closely to M/M/1/Q/RL system for
each type of the sessions.
In Appendix B.4.2 OPNET process model report is shown, and termination criteria
discussed.
6.3 Single Class, Client/Server System
6.3.1 Blocking System
Simulation results for M/M/1/B/RL uniform traffic and client/server systems are shown in
Figure 6.3.1.1 and Figure 6.3.1.2. The solid lines in Figure 6.3.1.1 are the channel utiliza-
tion and blocking probability for M/M/I/B/RL uniform traffic system. The dotted lines are
results for M/M/1/B/RL client/server traffic systems. The simulations were run for systems
with eight wavelength channels, one or three server nodes, and a total of forty nodes
including the servers. The parameter st represents the percentage of sessions involving
each server's transmitter or receiver. It takes on the value of 5% and 10% in our simula-
tions. For our system of eight wavelength channels, when st approaches 1/8, the server's
transmitter and receiver become the bottle neck of the system. It's clear when st is small
(5%) the channel utilization and the blocking probability of the client/server systems are
almost identical to the uniform systems. When st becomes larger (10%), the client/server
systems performs less well than the uniform systems especially for larger number of serv-
ers (three servers system is much worse than one server system).
In Figure 6.3.1.2, blocking probabilities for server and uniform traffic are show. Given
the same number of servers (1 or 3 here), the blocking probability for server is smaller for
system with smaller st, and the reverse is true for uniform traffic's blocking probability.
The reason is that smaller st means that the server's transmitter and receiver are less con-
gested, thus decreasing the server traffic's blocking probability. It also means that higher
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percentage of the traffic is uniform in nature, thus increasing uniform traffic's blocking
probability. For system with the same st parameter (0.05 or 0.1 here), the blocking proba-
bility for server and uniform traffic is smaller for system with more servers. The reason is
that more servers means that lower percentage of the traffic is uniform in nature, thus
decreasing uniform traffic's blocking probability. For server traffic, more server means
higher percentage of the server traffic (even though the server traffic handled by each
server is constant), thus higher blocking probability.
In Appendix B.5.1 OPNET reports for the processor models are included.
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Figure 6.3.1.2 M/M/I/B/RL Client-Server System (Blocking Probability for Server & Uniform Sessions)
6.3.2 Queueing System
Simulation results for M/M/1/Q/RL uniform traffic and client/server system are shown in
Figure 6.3.2.1 through Figure 6.3.2.2. In Figure 6.3.2.1, average queue size (Q) and time
in queue (D) for the overall system are shown. In Figure 6.3.2.2 and Figure 6.3.2.2, aver-
age queue size for server (Qs) and uniform (Qu) traffic, average time in queue for server
(Ds) and uniform (Du) traffic are show, respectively. Since a single queue is maintained for
the server and the uniform traffic, Q = Qs + Qu and D = 2*st*NsDs + (1-2*st*Ns)Du,
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where st is the percentage of total sessions that each server's transmitter or receiver carries
and Ns is the number of servers. By comparing Figure 6.3.2.1 to Figure 6.3.1.1 and Figure
6.3.2.2 to Figure 6.3.1.2, we see that the queueing systems have similar relative perfor-
mance characteristics as the blocking systems, and similar conclusion can be drawn.
In Appendix B.5.2 OPNET reports for the processor models are included.
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Chapter 7 Summary
From our study of single, two class uniform traffic systems and single class client/server
systems, we have shown that a Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm for level 0
AON subnetworks gives close to the optimal utilization of system resources when the
ratio of users to wavelengths y is large. In which case tuning overhead due to transmitter
and receiver conflicts was shown to be a minimal issue. Fragmentation caused by using
random slots does not seem to degrade the system performance either. We have also
shown that for single class systems with large y, the Contiguous L Assignment Scheduling
Algorithm performs only slightly worse than the best Random L Assignment Scheduling
Algorithm. The trade off here is much reduced algorithmic complexity.
For systems with small numbers of nodes (y < 2), scheduling using Random L Assign-
ment Algorithm does not always give the best performance compared to Contiguous L and
L+ Assignment Algorithms. In single class systems when the throughput requirement L is
larger than one, Contiguous L+I Assignment Algorithm gives the best performance com-
pared to the other two algorithms. However we argue that since the number of nodes (users)
are few in the system, the load will also be very light. So the system will be operating at
below it's capacity, and Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm will also work well.
From the study of single class uniform traffic systems with Y greater than one, we
showed that the Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm gives the best performance
and it approaches the optimal system performance bound.
For two class uniform traffic systems, we showed that for blocking systems with Y > 1,
the Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm gives the best performance and again
approaches the optimal performance bound. For two class uniform traffic queueing sys-
tems, we ran the simulation only using Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm due
to limited computational resources. The results compare well to the system capacity limits
(WT). The average queue size and average time in queue for each type of session are close
to the corresponding ones in the M/M/1/Q/RL case.
We also studied the single class client/server systems using the Random L Assignment
Scheduling Algorithm. The results were compared to the corresponding single class uni-
form traffic systems. The parameter st, representing the percentage of the total traffic that
each server's transmitter or receiver processes, indicates the degree to which the server's
transmitter or receiver becomes a bottleneck. When st is small compared to 1/W (W the
number of wavelengths), the system performs at close to uniform traffic level even for
multiple servers. Therefore the results obtained by assuming uniform traffic pattern appear
rather robust.
Our overall conclusion is that the Random L Assignment Scheduling Algorithm seems
to be a very promising scheduling approach for the AON level 0 subnetwork for a wide
variety of traffic requirements including, uniform traffic, multiclass traffic, and client/
server traffic.
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Appendix A Mathematical Calculations
A.1 Session Blocking Probability
For a blocking uniform traffic system with W wavelength channels, frame size T, and ses-
sion throughput request of one slot per frame, we will first derive PblNs the probability that
a new session (t,r) request will be rejected given the number of sessions in service is Ns.
Assume all Ns sessions are distributed equally among the WT slots (or T columns). To
simply the model, we will take into consideration of Column Conflict, but not Pre-Column
and Post Column Conflict.
Let the Ns sessions in service be distributed among column (1, ... , T) according to
(N1, ... , NT), where Ni is the number of sessions using slots in column i, and Ns = N1 + ...
+NT. Let N be the number of nodes in the system, the probability of blocking for the new
session is:
P (bl Ns) = P (bl N 1, ..., NTNs) P (N, ... N Ns) (a. 1.1 )
XNi= Ns; I <Ni min(W,N)
The summation is taken over 1< Ni < min(W, N). The upper bound is obtained by the
fact that the number of slots in use in each columns can be no larger than the number of
wavelength channels. In addition it can be no larger than the number of transmitters or
receivers) in the system, which is N for a system of N nodes each with one transmitter(re-
ceiver). The lower bound is one since that N i equals to zero means free slot available for
the session, therefore it doesn't contribute to the blocking probability of the session.
To calculate the second term in equation (a. 1.1), notice that under the assumption of
equally distributed sessions among all columns, we have
Ns! I N, I N Ns 1(NI N ) NNs! () . ( ) N( ) = N( )- N ! (a.1.2)
I,!...N,! T := Ns i:: 
Where N() is the normalization factor, can be obtained by summing PNI ... NtINs over all
combinations of (Ni, .. , Nt) to one.
T
P(NI
.
NS) ...N n (a.1.3)I.NNS) =N(Ns, T, min(W,N)) ' Ni!
where
T
N(Ns,T,min(W,N)) = N (a.1.4)
ENi = Ns; 0 < Ni min( W, N) = i
To calculate the first term in equation (a. 1.1), note a session is rejected by the system
only if it is rejected by every column in the system. And since we assume only Column
Conflict, PbilNi the probability that a session is rejected by column i, given there is Ni busy
slots in the column, is independent of each other. Therefore,
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TP (bl N, ... N, Ns) = HP(bil N i)
i= I
Combine equation (a. 1.3) through (a. 1.5) into equation (a. 1.1), we have
M (Ns, T, min(W,N))
N (Ns, T, min (W, N))
where N(Ns, T, min(WN)) is given in equation (a. 1.4), and
M (Ns, T, min (W, N)) =
T P(biJ Ni)I= iH N.!
:Ni = Ns; I Ni min(W,N) = I
The value of M(A,B, C) and N(A,B, C) can be obtained recursively. Here A donates the
total number of sessions, B number of columns, C the upper bound for number of sessions
in each column. Let I = A mod C, the maximum number of columns that can take on the
upper bound, then
M (A, B, C) =
N (A, B,C) =
1I i P(biIC) E C(B,i) . ( C [ ) *M(A-iC,B-i,C-1)
i=O
Y C(B,i) ( ) .N(A-iC,B-i,C- I)
i=O
(a. 1.8)
(a. 1.9)
where C(m,n) = m! /n!(m-n)! (m>=n), the initial and special conditions are:
0 A<B
{P(bil 1)/1!IB
{P(bil C)/C! }B
P(bilA)/A! B = 1 ai
{P(bil1)/1!}2 B - A- {P((bil2)/2!) }A- C (B,A-B)
0
{I/C!}B
I/A!
C (B, A)
or A>C.B
A=B
A = C-B
1 A<C
C=2
Now the only thing we need is PbiINi the probability that a session is blocked by col-
umn i. It is the same as one minus the probability that it will be accepted. For a session to
be accepted, there must be free slots available, i.e N i t min(WN). Given free slots avail-
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(a.1.5)
(a.1.6)
(a.1.7)
M(A,B, C) =
N (A, B, C) =
( (B = OorC = 0) and (A O0)) or A>C B
(B = 0 or C = O) and A = O
A = C-B
B= I and O<A<C
C= I
nd
able, the new session (t,r)'s transmitter and receiver cannot be in use by any of the ses-
sions already in service associated with the busy slots in the column. Let t and r donate
that node t's transmitter and node r's receiver are free, we have
1 -P(bil ) = P(Ni min(W, N)I Ni) * P(ilNi (min( W,N),)) ,Niw (min (W, N), Ni))
= (Ni-min(W,N)) P(ilNi) P(rI l, N) 
0 n=O
where = ( n = 
n I ntO
The derivation for P-INi is straightforward, it is the probability that picking Ni transmit-
ters out of total N transmitters resulted in node t's transmitter not picked.
P(tNi) = C(N 1, Ni) = 1 Ni (a.l.11)C(N, Ni) N
Let L(N,Ni) be the number of choices of picking Ni sessions out of a system of N
nodes, where each node can transmit to any other node but itself. Let LI(N,Ni) be the num-
ber of choices of picking Ni sessions out of a system of N nodes, where node t is not trans-
mitting at all, and all other node can transmit to any other but itself. Let L2(N,Ni-) be the
number of choices of picking Ni sessions out of a system of N nodes, where node t is trans-
mitting to one of the possible N-i nodes, say node r, and the rest of the nodes can transmit
to each other but itself and node r. Then
L(N, Ni) = LI (N, Ni) + (N- 1) L2(N, Ni- 1) (a.1.12)
The probability that node t is transmitting is (N-i)L 2 (N,Ni-) /L(N,Ni) from the defini-
tion of L, LI, and L2. It is also the probability of picking Ni transmitters out of N with
equal probability with node t's transmitter picked, therefore
(N- 1)L2(N, Ni- 1) C(N- 1, Ni- ) i
L(N, Ni) C(N, Ni) N
The definition of L2(L,Ni-1) can be reiterated as the number of choices of picking Ni-i
sessions out of a system of N nodes, where a node, say t, is not transmitting and another
node, say r, not receiving, and all other nodes can transmit to each others but itself. Then
it's easy to see that
L2 (N, Ni)
P(r it, Ni) = L (NNi) (a.1.14)(N, Ni)
Combine equation (a. 1.12) through (a. 1.14), we can solve for Prlt, Ni in terms of L2,
plug that and equation (a. 1.11) into equation (a. 1.10), we have:
Ni L2 (N, Ni)
1 - P (bil Ni) = 8 (Ni - min (W, N)) Ni L2(NNi) (a.1.15)N(N-1 ) L2(N, Ni- 1)
To solve for L2, we need one more set of equation. Consider L2(N,Ni), the number of
choices of picking Ni sessions out of a system of N nodes where a node, say t, is not trans-
mitting and a different node, say r, is not receiving. It can be further broken into cases
according to the status of node r's transmitter In case of node r not transmitting, we can
take this node out of the system of N nodes since neither of its transmitter or receiver is
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busy. So the number of choices is the same as picking Ni sessions out of a system of N-I
nodes where node t is not transmitting, i.e Li(N-,Ni). Now consider the case where node r
is transmitting to either node t or one of the rest of the N-2 nodes. In the former case, we
have node t not transmitting, node r not receiving, and a session (r,t). The rest of the Ni-1
sessions are happening among the other N-2 nodes, so the number of choices are L(N-2,Ni-
1). In the later case, we have node t neither transmitting nor receiving, and therefore can
be discounted. Node r is transmitting to one of the N-2 nodes, but not receiving. By defini-
tion the number of choices of picking Ni session in such a system is (N-2)L2(N-1,Ni-).
Therefore
L2(N,Ni) = L1 (N- 1,Ni) +L(N-2,Ni- I) + (N-2) .L2(N- 1,Ni- I) (a.1.16)
Combine equation (a. 1.12), (a. 1. 13) and (a. 1. 16), and with initial condition of L2(*,0)
=1, we can solve L2 recursively:
(N- 1) (N- 2) (N -2) (N- 3)
L2 (N, Ni) = L2(N- I,Ni- 1) + - I * L2(N-2, Ni-2) (a.1.17)Ni Ni- 
where
L2 (N, O) = 1 and L2 (N, 1) = N2 - 3N+3 (a.1.18)
A.2 Single Class, Uniform Traffic System
The C programs used to calculate mathematical approximation and bounds are included.
A.2.1 Blocking System
Mathematical Approximation for M/M/l/B/L+1 and M/M/1/B/CL
The following program is used to calculate the mathematical approximation/bounds as
in Section 4.2.1 for M/M/1/B/L+1 system by setting parameter b to 1, and for M/M/1/B/L
by setting b to 0. The added complexity in the program is due to resolving number over-
flow.
#include <math.h>
double fact(int x);
double comb(int x, int y);
double N(int A, int B, int C);
double M(int A, int B, int C);
double L(int N, int i);
void pbf();
int Nn,T,min1,mct,mct_old,nct,nctold;
double pbi[20];
void main()
Int i,j,b,W,Nx,L,TO,Ns;
double pb,m,m1,pa[1030],ps[1030];
double p,p1,s1[1O],s2[1 O],s3[10];
extern int Nn,T,minl,mct,nct;
extern double pbi[];
W=8; L=1; T0=128; Nn=8; b=1;
p=TO/(L+b); T=floor(p); Nx=W*T;
* ---------------------------------------
Getting pa[i]
minl=W:
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if (Nn<W) minl=Nn;
pbf();
for (Ns=O; Ns<=Nx: Ns++)
if (Ns<T) I pa[Ns]=l; continue; }
if (Ns>=NnT II Ns==Nx) { pa[Ns]=0; continue; }
pb=M(Ns,T,minl); ml=N(Ns.T,minl); pb=pb/ml:
for (i=0; i<(mct+nct); i++) pb=pb/1e15;
pa[Ns]=l-pb;
Getting ps[i]
for (p=0.1 ;p<1.6;p+=0.1)
pl=p*W*T0/L; ps[0O]=1; pb=O; ml=0; m=l; j=0;
for (i=1 ;i<=Nx;i++)
ps[i]=ps[i-1]*pl*pa[i-lyi;
m+=ps[i];
pb+=ps[i]*(l -pa[i]);
ml+=i*ps[i]*L/(TO*W);
if (m>1e30)
{ sl[j]=m:: m=0; s2[j]=pb; pb=0; s3[j]=ml; ml=0; ps[i]=ps[i]/1 e30; j+=l; }
for (i=O; i<j; i++)
for (b=0; b<0-i); b++)( sl[i]=sl [iy]/1 e30; s2[i]=s2[iy1 e30; s3[i]=s3[i/1 e30; }
m+=sl[i]; pb+=s2[i]; ml+=s3[i];
pb=pb/m; ml=ml/m;
printf("%20.9\t%20.9f\n",pb,m l);
void pbf()
int i,k;
double m,l,nl,n2;
extern int Nn,minl;
extern double pbi[];
k=Nn*(Nn-1); nl=1; n2=L(Nn,1); pbi[0]=0; pbi[minl]=l;
for (i=1 ;i<minl ;i++){ pbi[i]=l-i*n2/(nl*k); nl=n2; n2=L(Nn,i+l); }
double L(int N, int i)
double R;
if (i == 0) { R=1.0; return(R); }
if (i==1) { R=(double)(N*N-3*N+3); return(R); }
R=(N-1)*(N-2)*L(N-1 ,i-1)/i + (N-2)*(N-3)*L(N-2,i-2)/(i-1);
return(R);
double comb(int x, int y)
double R=1.0;
int i,j;
j=x-y;
if (x<0 II y<0) return(0);
if (j<0) return(0);
for (i=1 ;i<=j;++i) R=R*(y+i)/i;
return(R);
double fact(int x)
double R=1.0;
int i;
for (i=l;i<=x;i++) R=R*i;
return(R);
double N(int A, int B, int C)
int i,j,p,nctkeep,nctl_keep,nctl;
double R=O,k,l,m,n,nl;
extern int nct,nct old;
nct=0;
if (B==0) if (A==0) return(1); else return(0);
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if (C==O) if (A==O) return(1); else return(O);
if (A > B*C) retum(0);
if (A == B*C)
I=1/fact(C); R=1.0;
for (i=1 ;i<=B;i++)
R=R*I;
if (R<le-15) {( R=R*1e15; nct-=l; }
return(R);
if (B==1)
if (A>=0 && A<=C)
R=1/fact(A);
if (R<le-15) ( R=R*1e15; nct-=l; }
return(R);
else return(0);
if (C == 1)
R=1.0;
for (i=1; i<=A; i++)
R=R*(B-A+i)/i;
if (R>1e15) { R=R/1e15; nct+=l; }
return(R);
I=(double)A/(double)C; I=floor(l); m=l/fact(C); p=A-B*(C-1);
if (p<O) p=O;
R=N(A-p*C,B-p,C-1); nctl=0; n=l;
for (i=1; i<=p; i++)
n=n*m*(B-p+)/i;
if (n<le-15) ( n=n*1e15; nctl-=l; )
if (n>1e15) { n=n/le15; nct+=1; }
nct+=nctl; R=R*n;
if (R<le-15) ( R=R*1e15; nct-=l; }
if (R>1e15) R=R/lel5; nct+=l;}
nct_old=nct; p+=l;
for (i=p;i<=I;i++)
n=n*m*(B+l-i)/i;
if (n<le-15) { n=n*1e15; nctl-=1; )
if (n>1e15) {n=n/lel5; nct+=1; }
nctkeep=nct_old; nctl_keep=nctl;
k=n*N(A-i*C,B-i,C-1);
nct_old=nctkeep; nctl=nctl_keep;
nct=nct+nctl;
if (k<le-15) {( k=k*1e15; nct-=l; }
if (k>1e15) { k=k/lel5; nct+=l; }
if (nct_old==nct) R+=k;
else {
if (nct_old>nct)
for (=0; j<(nctold-nct); j++) k=k/1e15;
R+=k;
else
for (j=0; j<(nct-nctold); j++) R=R/1e15;
nct_old=nct; R+=k;
nct=nct_old;
return(R);
double M(int A, int B, int C)
int i,j,p,mct_keep,mctl ,mctl_keep;
double R=O,k,l,m,n;
extern int mct,mct_old;
extern double pbi[];
mct=0;
if (A<B) return(0);
if (A>C*B) return(0);
if (A==B)
I=pbi[1];
R=1.0;
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for (i=O; i<B; i++)
R=R*I;
if (R<le-15) { R=R*1e15; mct+=l; }
return(R);
if (A==C*B)
I=pbi[Cyfact(C);
R=1.0;
for (i=1 ;i<=B;i++)
R=R*I;
if (R<le-15) { R=R*1e15; mct+=l; }
return(R);
if (B==1)
if (A>=1 && A<=C)
R=pbi[Ayfact(A);
if (R<le-15) { R=R*1e15; mct+=l; }
return(R);
else return(0);
if (C==1)
R=1.0;
for (i=1 ;i<=A;i++)
R=R*pbi[1 ];
if (R<le-15) { R=R*1e15; mct+=l; }
return(R);
if (C==2)
I=pbi[1; m=pbi[2y2; R=1.0;
for (j=l; j<=(A-B); j++)
IR=R*m*(2*B-A+j)/j;
if (R<le-15) { R=R*1e15; mct+=l; }
for (j=l; j<=(2*B-A); j++)
R=R*I;
if (R<le-15) { R=R*lel5; mct+=1; }
return(R);
I=(double)A/(double)C; I=floor(l); m=(double)(A-B)/(double)(C-1); m=floor(m);
if (I>m) I=m;
m=pbi[Cyfact(C); p=A-B*(C-1);
if (p<0) p=0;
R=M(A-p*C,B-p,C-1);
mctl=0; n=l;
for (i=1 ;i<=p;i++)
n=n*m*(B-p+i)/i;
if (n<le-15) { n=n*l 1e15; mctl=mctl+1; 
mct+=mctl; R=R*n;
if (R<le-15) { R=R*lel5; mct+=1; }
mcLold=mct; p+=l;
for (i=p;i<=l;i++)
n=n*(B+l -i)*m/i;
if (n<1e-15) {( n=n*1e15; mctl+=1; }
mctkeep=mctold; mctl_keep=mctl;
k=n*M(A-i*C,B-i,C-1 );
mctold=mct_keep; mctl=mctl_keep;
mct=mct+mctl;
if (k<le-15) {( k=k*1e15; mct+=1; }
if (k>1.0) { k=k/l1e15; mct-=l; }
if (mct_old==mct) R+=k;
else {
if (mctold>mct)
for (j=O; j<(mctold-mct); j++) R=R/1e15;
mctold=mct; R+=k;
else
ior (j=0; j<(mct-mcLold); j++) k=kIlel5;
R+=k;
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mct=mct_old;
return(R);
Mathematical Bounds for M/M/1/B/RL
#include <math.h>
void main()
int i,j,k,b,W,T,L,m;
double p,a,q,s,Pq,Nq,ss[20];
W=8; L=7; T=128;
p=(double)(W*T)/(double)L; m=floor(p);
for (p=0.1; p<1.6; p+=0.1)
a=p*W*T/L; q=1; s=1; jj=0;
for (i=1; i<m; i++)
c=q*a/i; s+=q;
if (s>1e30) { ss[j=s; s=; q=q/1e30; j+=l; }
for (i=0; i<j; i++)
for (k=0; k<(j-i); k++) ss[i]=ss[i]/1e30;
s+=ss[i];
q=q*a/m; Pq=q/(s+q); Nq=(1-Pq)*p;
printf( %\P/of\P/tfn",p,Nq,Pq);
A.2.2 Queueing System
The following program is used to calculate mathematical bounds as in Section 4.2.2 for
M/M/1/Q/L+1, M/M/1/Q/CL, and M/M/1/Q/RL systems. The added complexity is due to
resolving number overflow.
#include <math.h>
void main()
Int i,j,k,b,W,T,L,m;
double p,a,q,s,Pq,Nq,ss[20],D;
b=0; W=4; L=3; T=128;
r/* following for CL(b=0) & L+1 (b=l) assignment */
/* p=(double)T/(double)(L+b); m=W*floor(p);*/
/ following for RL assignment */
p=(double)(W*T)/(double)L; m=floor(p);
for (p=0.1; p<1.0; p+=0.1)
a=p*m; q=1; s=1; j=O;
for (i=1; i<m; i++)
*=q'a/i; s+=q;
if (s>1 e30) { ss[j]=s; s=0; q=q/1 e30; j+=l; }
for (i=0; i<j; i++)
for (k=0; k<O-i); k++) ss[i]=ss[i]/1 e30;
s+=ss[i];
q=q*a/m; Pq=q/(1-p); Pq=Pq/(s+Pq); Nq=Pq*p/(1-p); a=a*U(W*T); D=Nq/(a*W);
printf("/Oft°/of\P/ f\n",a, Nq,D);
A.3 Two Class, Uniform Traffic System
A.3.1 Blocking System
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The following program is used to calculate mathematical bounds as in Section 4.3.1 for
M/M/2/B/* systems. The added complexity is due to number overflow.
#include <math.h>
#define L 5C
void main()
int W,T,L1,L2,i,j,k,ml,m2,il,ict,ictl,jct,jctl;
double a,p,pl,p2,q,sO,sl ,s2,s3,cO,cl ,c2,c3,c4,cu,pbl ,pb2,pb,pp;
double ss2[L],ss3[L],cc2[L],cc3[L],cc4[L],ppl [L],pp2[L];
W=8; a=0.8; L1=3; L2=12; T=128;
for (p=0.1; p<1.6; p+=0.1)
pl=a*p*W*T/(a'L1 +(1 -a)*L2); p2=(1-a)*pl/a;
q=(double)(W*T)/(double)L2; m2=floor(q);
q=(double)(W*T)/(double)L1; ml =floor(q);
sO=1; cO=O; jct= 0;
for (j=O; j<L; j++) { ss2[j]=0; cc2[j]=0; cc3[j]=O; ppl[j]=0; pp2]=0; }
for (j=O; j<=-m2; j+ -)
q=(double)(W*T-(j+1)*L2)/(double)L1; il=floor(q);
sl=1; c1=0; ict=0; pp=O;
for (i=; i<L; i++) { ss3[i]=0; cc4[i]=0; }
for (i=O; i<:=ml ; i++)
if (i!=O) sl*=pl/i; /* sl=pl -i/i! */
if (i==1) cl=pl; if (i>1) cl*=pl/(i-1); /* cl=ipl-i/i! */
if (ict>=O) { ss3[ict]+=sl; cc4[ict]+=cl; } /* s3=sum_i(sl); c4=sum_i(cl) */
if (i>il && i<=ml ) /* pb=sum_il_ml(sl) */
if (i==(il+l)) ictl=ict;
pb=sl;
if (ict>ictl) for (k=0; k<(ict-ictl); k++) pb*=1 e15;
if (ict<ictl) for (k=O; k<(ictl-ict); k++) pb/=l e15;
pp+=pb;
if (c1>1e15){ s1=sl/le15; c1=cl/le15; ict+=l; }
if (s1<1e-15)
s =s *1 el 5; c =c *1 e15; ict-=l; }} /* end of fori */
if (ict>ictl) for (k=O; k<(ict-ictl); k++) pp/=l el5;
if (ict<ictl) for (k=O; k<(ictl-ict); k++) pp*=1e15;
pb=pp; ictl=ict;
s3=0; c4=0; ict=-l;
for (i=(L-1:; i>=O; i--)
if (ss3[i]==0 && ict==-l) continue;
if (ict==-l) ict=i;
for (k=O; k<i; k++) { ss3[k]*=1e-15; cc4[k]*=le-15; }
s3+=ss3[i]; c4+=cc4[i];
if (j!=O) sO*=p2/j; /* sO=p2-j/j! */
if (j==l) cO=p2; if (j>l) cO*=p2/(j-1); /* cO=jp2-j/j! */
k=ict+jct;
if (k>=O)
ss2[k]+=sO*s3; /* s2=sumj( p2-j/j!.sum_i(pl -i/i!) ) */
cc2[k]+=sO*c4; /* c2=sumj( p2-j/j!.sumi(ipl -i/i!)) */
cc3[k]+=cO*s3; /* c3=sumj( jp2-j/j!.sum_i(pl -i/i!) ) */
if (j==O) jct1 =ictl+jct;
k=ictl +jct-jctl;
if (k>=O) { ppl[k]+=sO*sl; pp2[k]+=sO*pb; }
if i(c0>1e15){ sO=sO/1 el 5; cO=cO/1 el5; jct+=l; }
if sO<1e-15){ s0=s0*e15; c0=c0*e15; jct-=l; }
ml =il;
I /* end of forj */
jct=-1; s2=0; c2=0; c3=0;
for (i=(L-1); i>=O; i--)
if (ss2[i]==0 && jct==-l) continue;
if (jct==-l) jct=i:
for (k=O; k<i; k++) { ss2[k]/=l el 5; cc2[k/=l el 5; cc3[k]/=le15; }
s2+-=ss2[i]; c2+=cc2[i]; c3+=cc3[i];
cu=(L1 *c2+L2*c3)/(W*T*s2);
ict=-1; pbl=0; pb2=0;
for (i=(L-1); i>=O; i--)
if (ppl[i]==) && ict==-l) continue;
if (ict==-l) ict=i;
for (k=O; k<i; k++) { pp1[k]/=1e15; pp2[k]/=1el5; }
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pbl+=ppl[i]; pb2+=pp2[i];
ict+=jctl;
pbl/=s2; pb2/=s2;
if (ict<jctl) for (k=O; k<(jctl -ict); k++) { pbl/=l el 5; pb2/=1 el 5; }
if (ict>jctl) for (k=O; k<(jctl-ict); k++) { pbl*=l1e15; pb2*=1e15; }
pb=a*pbl+(1 -a)*pb2;
printf("%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t",cu,pb,pbl , 2);
pb=(L1 *a*pbl +L2*(1 -a)*pb2)/(L1 *a+L2*(1 -a));
printf("%f\n",pb);
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Appendix B OPNET Models
B.1 Network Model
The following is the network model "t2_net" used. It consists of only one node named
"t2" whose model is included in Section B.2.
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B.2 Node Model
The following is the node model "t2" used. Notice that the processor model "t2_sched-
uler" in the queue scheduler component and the processor model "t2_release" in the pro-
cessor release component are to be substituted by "mm*_scheduler" and "mm*_release"
in Section B.3 through Section B.5.
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The packet used in the system has the following format:
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B.3 Single Class, Uniform Traffic System
B.3.1 Blocking System
The termination criterion used for M/M/I/B/L+I, M/M//B/CL, and M/M//B/RL systems
is to end the program when either 99999 seconds have elapsed or the "steady state" condi-
tion has been reached. The program starts to monitor periodically the channel utilization
(cu), the blocking probability (pb), and the blocking probability due to transmitter or
receiver conflicts (pbc) once the measured load is within 1% of the offered load derived in
Section 4.1. If the newly measured cu, pb, and pbc are within 1% of the previous mea-
sured values, we say that "steady state" condition is reached. The program will be ready
for termination once the measured load is within 5% of the offered load.
The seed used for each simulation has value NWL, where N is the number of users, W
the wavelength channels, and L the throughput requirement. So for N equals to forty, W
equals to eight and L equals to one, the seed is 4081.
M/M/I/B/L+I: OPNET reports for the scheduler and release processor models.
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OPNET report for the scheduler processor model. The release model is
identical to that in M/M/1//B/C+1.
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B.3.2 Queueing System
Many methods can be used to determine the stopping time for a simulation [8].
Regenerative method [9] was used as the termination criterion for M/M/1/Q/L+I sys-
tem. A cycle starts when the queue changes its size from zero to one. Average queue size
is measured in each of the cycle, and its half length of the 90% confidence interval is cal-
culated. The program terminates when one of the three conditions are true: the half length
interval of the average queue size for 90% confidence interval reaches within 10% value
of the average queue size, or the number of the cycles gone through by the simulation
reaches 20,000, or the simulation has been running for 2,000,000 seconds. The simulation
will also end if it is determined that its cycle time is extremely long, that is it went through
less than two cycles in 99,999 seconds. The procedure outlined in [10] is used to calculate
the inverse of the cdf of the normal distribution, which seems to have a relative accuracy
of about 5 decimal places.
For M/M/1/Q/CL and M/M/1/Q/RL systems, a sequential batch means procedure out-
lined in [11] is used to determine the run length of the simulation. The following is the
description of the procedure:
(1) Set i <-- 1, no <- 600, n1 <- 800. Collect n1 observations.(2) Partition the ni observations into 400 batches, each of size n/400. If the estimated
serial correlation in these batches is greater than 0.4, go to (5). If it is negative, go to
(4).(3) Partition the ni observations into 200 batches, each of size n/200. If the estimated
serial correlation among these 200 batches is greater than that among the 400
batches, go to (5).
(4) Partition the ni observations into 40 batches, each of size n/40. Construct a nominal
p-percent confidence interval assuming the 40 batches are independent and ignoring
that the batches were construced sequentially. if the interval is acceptably small
relative to the current value of X (say half-width/X < y), stop; otherwise go to (5).
(5) Set i - i +1, ni - 2ni.2. Collect ni - ni.1 additional observations and go to (2).
In our simulations, we used the 90% confidence interval, and the termination criteria is
y from step (4) equals to 0.1. Also the observation was made on the average queue size
after the measured load comes to within 1% of the offered load obtained in Section 4.1.
Again the simulation is terminated either when the above criteria is met or after it has been
running for 2,000,000 seconds.
The seed used for each simulation has value NWL, where N is the number of users, W
the wavelength channels, and L the throughput requirement. So for N equals to forty, W
equals to eight and L equals to one, the seed is 4081.
M/M/I/Q/L+I: Opnet reports for the scheduler and release processor models.
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OPNET reports for the scheduler processor model. The release model is
identical to that in M/M/1/Q/C+1.
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B.4 Two Class, Uniform Traffic System
The termination criterion used for M/M/2/B/L+I, M/M/2/B/CL, and M/M/2/B/RL systems
is to end the program when either 99999 seconds have elapsed or the "steady state" condi-
tion has been reached. The program starts to monitor periodically the channel utilization
(cu), the blocking probability for the system and for each type of the sessions (pb, pbl,
pb2) once the measured load is within 1% of the offered load derived in Section 4.1. If the
newly measured cu, pb, pbl, and pb2 are within 1% of the previous measured values and
the total number of sessions processed by the system is more than 20,000, we say that
"steady state" condition is reached. The program will be ready for termination once the
measured load is within 5% of the offered load.
The seed used for each simulation has value NWs, where N is the number of users, W
the wavelength channels, and s equals to one if the offered load is normalized against ses-
sions with smaller of the two throughput requirements and zero otherwise (refer to Section
4.1). So for N equals to forty, W equals to eight and s equals to one, the seed is 4081.
B.4.1 Blocking System
M/M/2/B/L+1: OPNET reports for the scheduler and release processor models.
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OPNET report for the scheduler processor
identical to that in M/M/2/B/L+1.
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OPNET reports for the scheduler and release processor models.
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B.4.2 Queueing System
The sequential batch procedure described in Section B.3.2 is used as termination criteria
for the M/M/2/Q/RL simulation. The observation was made on the average queue size for
both types of sessions (Q! & Q2) after the measured load comes to within 1% of the
offered load obtained in Section 4.1. When the 90% confidence interval for Q! & Q2
comes to within 10% of the value of Q1 & Q2 respectively, the simulation will end. The
simulation will also be terminated after it has been running for 2,000,000 seconds.
The seed used for each simulation has value NWs, where N is the number of users, W
the wavelength channels, and s equals to one if the offered load is normalized against ses-
sions with smaller of the two throughput requirements and zero otherwise (refer to Section
4.1). So for N equals to forty, W equals to eight and s equals to one, the seed is 4081.
M/M/2/Q/RL: OPNET Reports for the scheduler and release processor models.
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B.5 Single Class, Client/Server System
B.5.1 Blocking System
The termination criteria and the seed used here is the same as that in Section B.3. 1.
MIM/I/B/RL: OPNET report for the scheduler processor model. The release model is
identical to that in M/M/1/B/RL uniform traffic system.
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B.5.2 Queueing System
The termination criteria and the seed used here is the same as that in Section B.3.2.
M/M/1/Q/RL: OPNET report for the scheduler processor model. The release model is
identical to that in M/M/1/Q/RL uniform traffic system.
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